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ismissing all rumours of
joining the saffron brigade,
Punjab’s former Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh on
Thursday announced to leave
the Congress after all the
“humiliation” meted out to
him by the party.
Minutes later, he dropped
the party’s name from his
Twitter bio, which now reads as,
“Army Veteran | Former Chief
Minister Punjab | Continuing to
serve the State”. However,
Amarinder is yet to officially
part ways with the Congress,
which he said is “going
downhill”.
“I will not be treated in this
humiliating manner, I will not
take such insults,” he said,
adding that his principles and
beliefs do not allow him to stay
with the Congress.
Amarinder’s announcement came hours after he met
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s close aide and National
Security Adviser Ajit Doval
on Thursday morning for half
an hour. A day before,
Amarinder had an hour-long
meeting with Union Home
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Minister Amit Shah during
his Delhi visit, sparking speculation of his joining the BJP.
Mincing no words,
Amarinder asserted that he
would leave the Congress
where he was “utterly humiliated and not trusted”. He stated that the Congress party is
going downhill with senior
leaders completely ignored and
not given a voice.
“I will resign, will not stay
in the party,” he said, adding
that he was still thinking
through his options in the
interest of Punjab, whose security was the predominant
priority for him.
Terming the senior
Congressmen as the “thinkers”,
who were critical to the future
of the party, Amarinder said
the younger leadership should
be promoted to implement the
plans, which the senior leaders
are best equipped to formulate.
Unfortunately, the seniors were
being completely sidelined, he
said, adding that this is not
good for the party.
Continued on Page 2
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he political storm brewing
T
within the Punjab Congress
appears to have abated, at least
for the time being, with apparent settling down of disturbances between Chief Minister
Charanjit Singh Channi and
Navjot Singh Sidhu by coming
up with a “formula”. The signs
of its slowing down came during the meeting between the
two lasting for more than two
hours on Thursday. Among
other things, it was decided to
leave the decision-making
process to a coordination committee, composed of Channi,
Sidhu, and a member of the
party high command.
However, Sidhu is yet to
withdraw his resignation.
Adamant on his decision of

=PeY^cBX]VWBXSWd

stepping down from the post of
State Congress president, Sidhu
on Thursday showed the signs
of thaw by accepting the offer
for talks with Chief Minister
Channi. The softening of
Sidhu’s stand came as the
party’s top brass has taken a
tough stand, apparently to send
across a stern message to Sidhu,
by not talking to him in the
past two days, since he
announced his resignation.
There were also reports
that the top brass has also
started discussing names for his
replacement.
Continued on Page 2

unjab Congress’ former
president and senior leader
Sunil Jakhar on Thursday came
down heavily on his successor
Navjot Singh Sidhu accusing
him of trying to “undermine”
the authority of a Chief
Minister. At the same time,
Jakhar urged the party high
command to “put its foot down
and clear the air”.
Taking to micro-blogging
website, Twitter, Jakhar virtually rebuked Sidhu by saying
“enough is enough”.
“Enough is enough. Put an
end to attempts to undermine
the authority of CM time and
again. Aspersions being cast on
selection of AG & DGP is
actually questioning the
integrity/competence of CM
and Home Minister to deliver
results. It’s time to put the foot
down and clear the air,” said
Jakhar in a hard-hitting tweet
that came minutes after Sidhu’s
tweet informing about his
scheduled meeting with the
Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi at Chandigarh.
Jakhar, a senior party
leader in Punjab who at one
point of time was tipped to be
the Chief Minister to fill the
space after Capt Amarinder

op Congress leaders,
T
including Parliamentarians
Shashi Tharoor, Manish

Bd]X[9PZWPa

Singh’s resignation from the
apex post, has all along been
vocal in party affairs.
Jakhar did not spare
Amarinder also from his attack.
Taking a dig at Amarinder for
his meeting with Union Home
Minister Amit Shah, Jakhar
quipped “Capt must have had
some compulsions”.
Tweeting an old picture of
Amarinder and Shah, Jakhar
captioned it with a Bashir Badr
quote, “Kuchh toh majbooriyan
rahi hongi, yun hi koi bewafa
nahi hota.”
Notably, Jakhar had also
lashed out at Sidhu for his sudden resignation by reminding
the cricketer-turned-politician
that it was not a cricket, and his
decision amounted to “breach
of trust”.
Continued on Page 2

Tewari, Anand Sharma and
Ghulam Nabi Azad, on
Thursday came out in support
of senior party colleague Kapil
Sibal, who a day earlier questioned the functioning of the
grand old party.
While demanding an
immediate convening of the
Congress Working Committee
(CWC), the party’s highest
decision-making body, they
also asked party chief Sonia
Gandhi to act tough against
“orchestrated hooliganism” at
the residence of Sibal soon after
he addressed media questioning the way the party was
being run.
Responding to the
demands of party leaders, the
Congress on Thursday said
the Congress Working
Committee (CWC) will meet
ver y soon. AICC chief
spokesperson
Randeep
Surjewala said the party president had indicated last week
that a meeting of the CWC, the
top decision-making body of
the party, would be called very
soon.
“Before leaving for Shimla,
Congress president Sonia

=VRUVcdUV^R_U4H4
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Gandhi had already indicated
that a CWC meeting shall be
called very soon. Accordingly,
the CWC meeting shall be
held in the coming days,”
Surjewala said.
Without naming Sibal,
Surjewala said, “Ever y
Congressman and woman
must also seriously introspect
whether by their words and
actions they are attempting to
weaken the Congress in the
times of crisis.”
The leaders who are part of
the G23 (Group of 23 leaders
who have been writing a dissent note to Sonia about party’s
affairs), said they are shocked
and disgusted to hear the news
of attack and ruckus created by
party men at Sibal’s house.
Congress workers protested outside Sibal’s house and
reportedly damaged a car.
Continued on Page 2
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ver 35 per cent of people
O
had at least one longCovid symptom diagnosed in

Higher rates were seen if
the whole 1-180 day period
after Covid-19 infection was
included.
Covid patients admitted
to hospital were more likely to
suffer cognitive problems like
brain fog and fatigue compared
with people who did not need
to be admitted, the research
found. People who did not
need hospital care were more
likely to have headaches.
These factors also influenced which of the symptoms
people were most likely to
experience. For example, older
people and men had more
breathing difficulties and cognitive problems, whereas young
people and women had more
headaches, abdominal symptoms and anxiety/depression.
Many patients had more
than one long-Covid symptom,
and symptoms tended to cooccur more as time progressed.
The study also looked at
the same symptoms in people
recovering from influenza.
Long-Covid symptoms did
occur after influenza, but were
1.5 times more common after
Covid-19.
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he Supreme Court on
T
Thursday expressed displeasure over the prolonged
blockade of highways in connection with the farmers’
protest and told the
Governments that it is their
duty to implement the related
law to clear the traffic.
The apex court was hearing petitions to remove the
road blockades in the Delhi
borders. “The redressal of
problems can be through the
judicial forum, agitation or
through Parliamentary debates.
But how can the highways be
blocked and this is happening
perpetually. Where does this
end?” asked the bench of
Justices Sanjay Kishan Kaul
and MM Sundresh.
The top court allowed the
Centre to file a formal application to make farmer unions
party to the plea seeking open-

the 3-6 month period after
Covid-19 infection, according
to a team of researchers who
investigated long-Covid in over
2,70,000 people recovering
from infection due to the virus.
The figures, based on selfreported symptoms, also suggest 3,84,000 people are still living with symptoms a year after
infection.
Long Covid symptoms
were more frequent in those
who had been hospitalised,
and they were slightly more
common in the women, the
study published in the journal
PLOS Medicine showed.
According
to
the
researchers, including Paul

Harrison from the University of
Oxford, the most common
symptoms were breathing
problems, abdominal symptoms, fatigue, pain, and anxiety/depression.
“Research of different
kinds is urgently needed to
understand why not everyone
recovers rapidly and fully from
Covid-19. We need to identify
the mechanism underlying the
diverse symptoms that can
affect survivors,” Harrison, who
headed the study, said in a
statement.
For the study, the team
used data from the US-based
TriNetX electronic health
record network.

The study reported on how
commonly nine core longCovid symptoms were diagnosed and how this rate compared to people recovering
from influenza.
The nine core long-Covid
symptoms, occurring 90-180
days after Covid-19 was diagnosed, comprise abnormal
breathing 8 per cent, abdominal symptoms 8 per cent, anxiety/depression 15 per cent,
chest/throat pain 6 per cent,
cognitive problems (‘brain fog’)
4 per cent, fatigue 6 per cent,
headache 5 per cent, myalgia
(muscle pain) 1.5 per cent,
other pain — 7 per cent, any of
the above features 37 per cent.
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he sensational murder of a
T
Kanpur-based businessman
by Gorakhpur police took a
new twist after a video went
viral on Thursday. The video
showed how senior officials of
the district which included
District Magistrate Vijay Kiran
Anand and SSP Gorakhpur
Vipin Tada allegedly tried to
dissuade the family of the victim from lodging a case.
The video raised questions
on the functioning of the top
officials and pointed that
instead of taking immediate
cognizance and acting tough
on the brutal act of the cops,
the DM and the SSP were trying to bail them out by discouraging the victim’s family

from taking any action.
“I am requesting you like
an elder brother. After a court
case, you will not believe, it
takes years in court,” one of the
officials said to be the DM can
be seen telling the victim’s
family.
Another official said to be
the SSP Gorakhpur heard saying, “They did not have any
previous enmity. They went in
uniform and that is why I have
been listening to you since
morning. You asked for them
to be suspended and I did that.
They will not be reinstated till
they get a clean chit.”
Victim’s wife Meenakshi
replied in the video, “They
should either be removed completely, or I want a life for a life.”
Continued on Page 2
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doing in the matter.
Nataraj said they had convened a meeting with the
protesting farmers and details
have been mentioned in the
affidavit.
The bench said, “We may
lay down a law but how to
implement the law is your
business. The court cannot
implement it. It is the executive
who has to implement it.”
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta said it is the duty of the
executive to implement it.
Continued on Page 2
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elhi Electricity Regulatory
D
Commission (DERC) on
he Delhi High Court has
Thursday announced a new Tmodified its earlier order
tariff without any increase in regarding the implementation
any rates, stating it did not see
any good reasons to do so.
“After considering all the
relevant
factors,
the
Commission has come to the
conclusion that there are no
good reasons to make any
increase in the existing tariff
structure,” DERC said in a
statement.
However, the power bill for
consumers may increase marginally from October first as
the commission has raised the
pension surcharge from five
per cent to seven per cent.
Continued on Page 2

ing of road blockade at DelhiUttar Pradesh border at UP
Gate here.
The court was hearing a
plea of a NOIDA resident
Monicca Agrawaal, who has
sought removal of blockade
saying earlier it took 20 minutes to reach Delhi and now it
is taking over two hours and
people of the area are facing
hardship due to protests at the
UP Gate on Delhi border. At
the outset, the bench asked
Additional Solicitor General
KM Nataraj what the Centre is

of the Kejriwal Government’s
doorstep delivery scheme.
The Lieutenant Governor
(LG) had rejected the ration
delivery scheme one week
before its commencement. The
court order came after an overwhelming majority opted for
supply of rations at their
doorstep.
The court on Friday ruled
in favour of the Delhi
Government’s scheme in a case
where the Delhi Sarkari Ration
Dealers Sangh had gone to
court against the scheme.
Continued on Page 2

places, public grounds, river
banks and temples citing the
Covid-19 pandemic in the
national Capital.
An order issued by the
Delhi Disaster Management
Authority (DDMA) advised
the public to celebrate Chhath
puja at their homes.
The DDMA order stated
that the Covid preventive measures in Delhi will continue till
November 15. “Chhath puja
celebration shall not be allowed
in public places/public
grounds/river banks, temples,
etc in Delhi and the public is
advised to celebrate the same at
their homes,” it stated.
“All event organisers will
have to obtain requisite permissions from the district magistrate (DM) concerned for

organising festival events well
in advance. No permission
shall be granted by DMs or
authorities for conducting any
event in containment zones,”
it added.
The DDMA clarified that
no standing or squatting will be
allowed at festive events and
only sitting on chairs with
social distancing will
be permitted.

“It may be noted that
restrictions on gatherings and
large congregations imposed
earlier are being relaxed only to
the extent of allowing celebrations of upcoming festivals till
November 15,” it added.
This comes after Delhi
Lieutenant Governor Anil
Baijal earlier on Wednesday
chaired the meeting of DDMA
in the wake of the upcoming

festive season to prevent any
resurgence of infection.
Delhi
Government
Ministers Satyendar Jain,
Kailash Gahlot, AIIMS Delhi
Director Dr Randeep Guleria
and senior officers of NITI
Aayog, Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR),
National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA) were present at the meeting.
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he provision defining the
offence of sexual assault
T
against children under the
POCSO Act must be looked at
from the “victim's perspective” and if the “sexual intent”
is present then the offence is
made out even without "skinto-skin contact", the Supreme
Court Thursday orally
observed.
A Bench headed by Justice
U U Lalit stressed on the intent
to commit the sexual offence
and said the results would be
“disastrous” if the term “physical contact” in the provision is
interpreted in a way where the
skin-to-skin contact becomes
necessary for constituting the
offence.
The top court reserved its
verdict on two appeals filed
against the Bombay High
Court verdict, which had come
under intense scrutiny, and
had held that no offence of sexual assault under the Protection
of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act is made
out if there is no direct “skinto-skin contact between
accused and the victim.
The bench, also comprising Justices S Ravindra Bhat

and Bela M Trivedi, discussed
threadbare the definition of
section 7 of the POCSO Act
which deals with the offence of
sexual assault against the children.
The provision says:
“Whoever, with sexual intent,
touches the vagina, penis, anus
or breast of the child or makes
the child touch the vagina,
penis, anus or breast of such
person or any other person, or
does any other act with sexual intent which involves physical contact without penetration is said to commit sexual
assault.”
“So, therefore, the primary
thing is that if the sexual intent
is proved then everything will
fall in place,” the bench orally
observed while expressing its
reservation on the interpretation made by the high court.
Senior advocate Siddhath
Luthra, appearing for the convict in the case as an amicus
curiae, referred to the contents
of the provision and said that
there were issues with the first
part of the provision which said
if an accused, with sexual
intent, “touches the vagina,
penis, anus or breast of the
child or makes the child touch
the vagina, penis, anus or breast
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eduction in circle rates for
all categories of properties
R
has been extended, the Delhi
Cabinet decided on Thursday.
Circle rates are the minimum
price at which a property can
be bought or sold. At present it
is 20 per cent.
The proposal for extending
the scheme was approved in the
Delhi Cabinet. The move will

boost the real estate market and
will increase government revenue.
On February 5th, Delhi
government reduced circle
rates for all categories of properties for a period till
September 30. Circle rates
were reduced by 20% for residential, commercial and
industrial properties across
all
categories
of
localities.

of such person or any other
person” then the offence of sexual assault is made out.
However, the second part
of the provision said that for
constituting the offence of sexual assault, an accused has to
commit an act “which involves
physical contact without penetration” and here the “skin-toskin” interpretation creeps in.
Luthra said the second part
“requires sensitive interpretation”.
One must rely on
different situations to see
whether a given interpretation
logically holds and when an
offence has been clearly laid
down then if there was any
need to stretch one's reasoning
and rely on other provisions,
the bench said.
“One must look at things
from the victim's perspective.
If a pen is used to poke a person, there is no skin-to-skin
touch and according to arguments advanced there is no sexual assault. But there is an invasion of privacy and violation of
modesty of the child,” it said.
"If we accept the submission (on physical contact without cloth), what kind of results
will we get. According to us, the
results will be disastrous,” it
observed.
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Other senior party leaders
who came out in support for
Sibal are Bhupinder Singh
Hooda, Vivek Tankha and Raj
Babbar.
Former Punjab Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh who
had to make an humiliating
exit from the Punjab
Government last week also
criticised what he said was an
“attack” at the house of Sibal by
Congress workers only because
he “chose to express views that

8`cR\Yafc5>DDA
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Further, in another video that went viral, Meenakshi is seen
crying at the hotel where the incident took place, alleging that
the hotel cleaned all the blood,
further suggesting a cover-up.
Meenakshi later also confirmed as authentic a viral
video showing Gorakhpur SSP
Vipin Tada and District
Magistrate Vijay Kiran Anand
discouraging Gupta’s family
from registering an FIR against
the cops. Meenakshi said that
the first information report
(FIR) was registered against
six policemen under section of
murder on condition that
three named persons be
marked as unidentif ied.
Though the cops were previously suspended, no arrest
has been made so far.
Responding to the clip, SSP
Tada said, “We had gone to
meet the family and address
their grievances. The district
magistrate and I held talks for
more than two hours. There
were local journalists present.
We took the complaint from the
family and later registered an
FIR. A small clip of the conversation without context is
being circulated.” Meanwhile
the FIR at Ramgarhtal police
station in Gorakhpur (CM
Yogi Adityanath’s constituency) is lodged under IPC
Section 302 (murder) against
R amgarhtal SHO Jagat
Narayan Singh and SubInspectors Akshay Mishra and
Vijay Yadav, apart from three
unidentif ied policemen.
Interestingly tops police officials claims since the incident
that victim died after he fell in
the room also falls flat when
the post-mortem report has
revealed several injuries sustained by Gupta, including
an abraded contusion swelling
in the middle of forehead,
“cutting brain skull underneath brain haematoma present”, lacerated wound over
right arm, “abraded contusion on left upper lid while
cutting skin underneath
haematoma present”, among
others. The cause of death is
“coma antemortem injury.” SSP
Tada was later quoted as saying
that the post-mortem report
showed three injuries -- on the
right elbow, forehead, and an
eyelid. He adds, “As per the
report, the cause of death is
coma. All injuries are superficial.”

Pune: The Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) on
Thursday submitted to a special court here a list of documents and witnesses that it
would like to rely upon in the
trial of rationalist Dr Narendra
Dabholkar murder case.
The list was submitted to
Additional Sessions Judge S R
Navandar (special judge for
UAPA cases).
On September 15, the
court had framed charges
against the five accused in the
case. While it had charged
four accused under the
Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA), the fifth accused
was charged only with the
destruction of evidence.
"As charges have been
framed, we submitted a list of
documents and witnesses related to the case in the court that
the prosecution would like to rely
upon," special public prosecutor
Prakash Suryawanshi said.
The defence would file its
say on the submitted list of documents and witnesses, he
added.
Dabholkar (67), who headed
the
Maharashtra
Andhashraddha Nirmoolan
Samiti, an anti-superstition

outfit, was shot dead in Pune
on August 20, 2013, allegedly
by members of a right-wing
extremist group.
The CBI has been conducting a probe into the case
which was earlier with the
Pune police. Virendra Sinh
Tawde, Sachin Andure, Sharad
Kalaskar, Sanjeev Punalekar
and Vikram Bhave are five
accused in the case.
The court framed the
charges against Tawde, Andure,
Kalaskar and Bhave under
Indian Penal Code (IPC) sections 302 (murder), 120 (B)
(criminal conspiracy), 34 (common intention), relevant sections of the Arms Act and section 16 of the stringent UAPA)
(punishment for terrorist act).
Besides, charges were framed
against Punalekar under IPC
section 201 (causing disappearance of evidence or giving
false inform to screen offender).
Meanwhile, the defence
moved a plea before the court
along with an article published
in a Marathi daily seeking to
initiate a process to issue a contempt of court notice against
the author, editor and the publication for publishing the article.
PTI
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were not palatable to the party
leadership”.
This does not augur well
for the party, Singh said, adding
that it is unfortunate that the
seniors are being “completely
sidelined”, which is not good
for the party.
Terming the senior
Congressmen as “thinkers”,
who were important to the
future of the party, the former
Chief Minister in a statement
said the younger leadership
should be promoted to implement the plans, which the
senior leaders are best
equipped to formulate.

From page 1
The bench said, “When we
lay down the law, you will say
it is encroachment and we
trespassed into the domain of
the executive. This has ramifications but there are also grievances that need to be
addressed. This cannot be a
perpetual problem.”
Mehta said when it is invited then it will not be
encroached upon.
He said at the highest level
a three-member committee
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From page 1
Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal also congratulated Delhiites for no increase
in power tariff for seven years
in a row. “Congratulations
Delhi. No change in the electricity tariff of Delhi for the
consecutive 7th year. Where on
one side electricity rates are
touching sky (skyrocketing
prices), the Delhiites are getting
not only 24 hours electricity at
cheaper rates but also getting
200 units for free,” Kejriwal said
in a tweet.
In the new power tariff
order, DERC said in order to
promote pollution free transportation and clean environment, the commission has
decided to continue with the
existing subsidized tariff rates for
e-rickshaw/e-vehicle category.
It may be noted that in the
last fiscal 2020-21, the DERC
did not hike the electricity
rates citing Covid pandemic.
In 2021-22 tariff order, the
commission has also encouraged green power by providing
waiver of service line cum
development (SLD).

BXSWdPVaTTb
From page 1
Moreover, the party high
command had stopped Channi
from going to Patiala to meet
Sidhu to resolve the issue, and
thus the Thursday’s meeting.
Sources close to Sidhu
maintained that in these two
days, Sidhu had sensed that the
senior party leaders were trying to cut him to size, and that
was why he accepted the CM’s
offer for talks.
During the meeting, Sidhu
questioned the induction of
some leaders in the Cabinet
who had faced corruption
charges, besides on the
appointments of APS Deol as
the State Advocate-General
and IPS Sahota as the State
Director General of Police
(DGP).
Channi, during the meeting, assured Sidhu that the
Government would take “quick
action” on the high command’s
18-point agenda which will be
visible within a months’ time.
The Chief Minister also, to
some extent, agreed on reviewing the appointment of the
State police chief, maintaining
that the State Government may

From page 1
The Delhi Government’s
counsel pointed out that an
overwhelming majority was in
favour of the scheme.
The court took note of the
counsel’s submission that it had
not stayed the implementation
of the scheme for door-to-door
delivery of ration. It further took
note of the fact that an overwhelming majority wants ration
to be home delivered.
The court noted the submission
by
counsel
Vishwanathan, who appeared
for GNCTD, and contended
that there was no stay on the
implementation of the scheme
for door to door delivery of
food grains/ flour.
Viswanathan submitted
that the court passed an interim order of protection in favour
of the petitioner on 22.03.2021,
as it was pointed out that the
GNCTD had issued an e-mail
communication
dated
08.03.2021 whereby the supplies to be made to the existing
PDS distributors was to be
stopped, so that food grains
could be distributed door to
door by another agency.
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tating that his conviction
was not likely to be susStained,
the Gujarat High Court
on Thursday suspended the life
sentence awarded to former
BJP MP Dinu Bogha Solanki by
a special court in the murder
case of RTI activist Amit
Jethwa.
Granting bail to Solanki,
Justice Paresh Upadhyay said
the special CBI court's judgement was "erroneous and
unsustainable" as the trial was
based "on assumptions and
presumptions and also conjunctures and surmises". The
trial against Solanki was largely based on circumstancial evidence, the high court said,
adding that this evidece "not
only leads to many other
hypothesis than that of the guilt
of the accused, (but) even false
implication of the applicant can
not be ruled out." RTI activist
Amit Jethwa was shot dead outside the Gujarat High Court in
2010. In July 2019, the trial
court here sentenced Solanki
and six others to life imprisonment for killing Jethwa after
he tried to expose the illegal
mining in the Gir forest region.
was formed to address the
grievances but the farmers’
representatives who were invited refused to join in the discussions.
Mehta said the court
should allow the petitioner to
make the farmers union party
to the petition so that later they
don’t say that they were not
made parties in the matter.
The bench told Mehta that
he will have to move an application for making farmers a
representative party as the petitioner, a private individual may
not know who their leaders
are.

HZ]]RSR_U`_
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Also condemning the attack
on senior Congress leader Kapil
Sibal’s house by party workers,
Amarinder said this happened
only because he had chosen to
express views that were not
palatable to the party leadership.
Expressing hope that
Punjab would vote for the future
of the State, he said his experience showed that the people of
Punjab tend to vote for a single
party or force, irrespective of the
number of parties in the fray.
Misgovernance in Punjab
would allow Pakistan to create
trouble in the State and the
country, he said, adding that his
meeting with Doval on
Thursday morning centered
around this issue.
It may be recalled that
Amarinder, during his meeting
with Shah a day before, had
reportedly raised security concerns too, along with the farmers’ issue. Taking a dig at those
who “undermine” the growing
Pakistani threat in Punjab, he
said such people were “playing
into the hands of anti-India
forces” by being in denial mode.

Solanki, currently lodged at the
Sabarmati Central Jail here,
challenged the CBI court's verdict, and sought suspension of
his sentence while his appeal
was heard. The high court
took into consideration the
fact that Solanki, who was a sitting MP of the BJP in 2010, was
named as prime accused only
in 2013 after the CBI took over
the probe.
Neither the Special
Investigation Team nor state
CID-Crime had named him as
an accused earlier, the HC
noted. "We have no hesitation
to arrive at the conclusion that,
the conviction under section
302 (murder) of IPC with the
aid of section 120-B (conspiracy) is less likely to be sustained.
For all the above reasons, the
sentence imposed by the CBI
Court needs to be suspended
and the applicant needs to be
granted bail, during pendency
of appeal," the high court said.
The CBI court "fell in error by
taking into consideration irrelevant aspects....The conviction
recorded by the CBI court is
principally based on assumptions and presumptions and the
same is ex-facie (on the face of
it) unsustainable," it added.
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New Delhi: Amit Khare, IAS,
Secretary, Higher Education,
was felicitated by Minister of
Education Dharmendra
Pradhan on eve of his superannuation during an event
organised at All India Council
for Technical Education.
Khare is an Indian
Administrative Service officer
(1985
batch)
from
Bihar/Jharkhand cadre. He
assumed the charge as
Secretar y, Ministr y of
Education (Department of
Higher Education) in Dec
2019.
Within a short time thereafter, the National Education
Policy 2020 was approved by
the cabinet on 29 July 2020.
Speaking on the occasion,
Pradhan said, "Amit Khare has
set a benchmark in field of higher education with his expertise
and wide range of experience in
various domains. He has been
instrumental in guiding me on
the various aspects of National
Education Policy 2020. I have
been fortunate to have him as
my Secretary because of which
I could comprehend the larger
picture of school, skill and
higher education toward fulfilling the objectives of NEP.
PNS
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farmers' body, which is
protesting against the
A
three farm laws passed last
year, has approached the
Supreme Court seeking directions to the concerned authorities to allow it to stage
‘Satyagrah' at the Jantar Mantar
here.
The plea, which is scheduled to be taken up for hearing on Friday by a Bench
headed by Justice A M
Khanwilkar, has sought the
apex court's direction to the
concerned authorities to provide space to at least 200 farmers or protestors of ‘Kisan
Mahapanchayat' at the Jantar
Mantar for organising peaceful and non-violent ‘Satyagrah'.
The plea, filed through
advocate Ajay Choudhary, has
arrayed the Centre, the
Lieutenant Governor of Delhi,
and the Police Commissioner
of Delhi as respondents.
The petition filed by ‘Kisan
Mahapanchayat', a body of
farmers and agriculturists, and
its president has said that rep-

9PZWPaPRRdbTb
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Hitting out, Jakhar had
tweeted that Sidhu has compromised the “faith” reposed in him
by the Congress high command,
and no amount of grandstanding
can justify this breach of trust.

resentation made by them to
the concerned authority to
permit them to hold a peaceful protest at Jantar Mantar has
been rejected.
“The action of the respondents is also discriminatory
and arbitrary as permission to
protest has been granted to
another farmer body while
denying the petitioner to
organise staggered ‘Satyagrah',
which is the most non-violent,
peaceful, and truthful form of
protest perfected and practiced by father of the nation
Mahatma Gandhi,” the plea has
alleged.
It claimed that the action of
concerned authorities in permitting similar protests at the
same site is “unfair” and violative of the Right to Equality.
The plea has also sought a
direction to the authorities
not to stop the petitioner body
and its members from proceeding towards Jantar Mantar
to carr y out indefinite
‘Satyagrah'.
The farmers are protesting
against the passage of three
laws.
“It’s just not cricket! What
stands compromised in this
entire ‘episode’ is the faith
reposed in the (outgoing?)
PPC president by the Congress
Leadership. No amount of
grandstanding can justify this
breach of trust placing his
benefactors in a peculiar
predicament,” he tweeted.

seek a panel of officers from the
Union Public Ser vice
Commission (UPSC) for the
appointment. As of now,
Sahota is holding the officiating charge as the state DGP
Dinkar Gupta has proceeded
on a month’s leave.
As far as AG’s appointment is concerned, Channi
maintained
that
the
Government would be
appointing a special prosecutor
for the cases in which Sidhu has
objection. However, sources
have informed The Pioneer
that Sidhu refused to yield and
demanded action on all his
demands.
“Seeing Sidhu’s adamant
attitude, the Chief Minister
called up the party high command and conveyed that
Sidhu’s all demands are not that
easy to fulfil as being the Chief
Minister, he also had some
compulsions. So the high command has set up a committee,
which would coordinate
between the government and
the party,” a senior party leader
privy to the meeting said.
The leader said the Chief
Minister and party chief Sidhu
would be the committee members along with a representative
of the party high command.
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side. Today we talked to the
Resident Welfare Associations,
Eco Clubs and various other
environmental and social
groups. We discussed how
despite the Delhi Government
bringing in rules, regulations
and policies to curb pollution,
the pollution is still being created. We have discussed how to
stop Delhi from pollution."
He explained further, "A
basic example is how people
take multiple trips to the markets to buy groceries and household items. The solution is to go
to the market once a week and
get all your stuff. We discussed
how people react to such ideas
and how social groups are
working to curb pollution."
He said, "Most of the people supported the 'Red Light

am Aadmi Party (AAP)
National Convenor and
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Thursday
announced six guarantees in
the healthcare sector for Punjab
if the party came to power in
the state after the next
Assembly elections.
Kejriwal announced that
every person of Punjab would
get free treatment, medicines,
and operations in the State. “No
one will be deprived of healthcare services and everyone in
Punjab will be issued a health
card on which all information
will be completely digital.
Further, 16,000 Pind and ward
clinics will be established all
over Punjab on the lines of
Mohalla Clinics,” he said.
The Delhi Chief Minister
added that the healthcare system of Punjab will be
revamped, made world class
like Delhi and new hospitals
will be developed on a large
scale. He further said that road
accident victims will be given
free treatment irrespective of
the hospital and cost of treatment; and every person will get
quality treatment completely
free in Punjab and will not
need to rush to private hospi-
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On, Gaadi Off ' campaign.
Another suggestion came up
that the RWAs should organise
carpooling. We will also work
on issuing guidelines to the
RWAs, NGOs and construction
agencies and other agencies
who employ workers, especially the ones working at night
like security guards to provide
them with heaters so that they
do not burn wood and other
biomass to stay warm.
Subsequently, a suggestion
came up to make WhatsApp
groups of RWAs so that the
message of controlling pollution could be promoted in
people of Delhi. Also, the
Resident Welfare Associations
are showing interest in organising workshops for increasing
awareness."

inister of Social Welfare
Rajendra Pal Gautam on
M
Thursday asked officials of the

tals for good treatment.
Talking about the dooming
political crisis of Punjab, he said
that there is no sign of power
or government in Punjab today
while everyone in Congress is
busy fighting over the CM
seat. He stressed upon the fact
that AAP is the only hope in
the state now.
The AAP National
Convenor also took a dig at the
ongoing political crisis in the
state, saying that the people of
Punjab showed a lot of hope in
the Congress and brought them
into power five years ago but
got disappointed.
“We are putting in day
and night to make a plan to
bring prosperity to Punjab.
We are now at a juncture where
everyone believes in and supports the Aam Aadmi Party.
Everyone in Punjab is saying
AAP will form the next government. We are working on an

elaborate plan to list out the
things we will do after coming
into power in Punjab,” he
added.
“Every citizen of Punjab
will get free treatment of the
quality that private hospitals
provide. Medicines will be provided at the hospital itself. We
will ensure machines in hospitals will function at full capacity,” he said.
“In Delhi, we brought forth
a ‘Farishtey’ scheme to make
sure anyone who suffers from
a road accident can be saved. In
this scheme, anyone can take a
road accident victim and get
them admitted to any hospital
and they will be given free
treatment. It does not matter
how expensive the hospital is or
how expensive the treatment is,
the person will be given free
treatment and their life will be
saved. The same will be done
in Punjab,” he said.
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outh Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC)
inaugurated the first Radio-frequency
identification (RFID) based parking operation
at Dwarka Sector-14 Metro Station.
Elaborating about the RFID based parking operation, SDMC Commissioner
Gyanesh Bharti, said that the newly inaugurated RFID based operation of a parking lot
is ‘first of its kind’ facility for the people living in the area.
Bharti said that when a vehicle comes out
from the parking lot, parking fee will be

he national Capital S
reported 47 new cases on
T
Thursday while the positivity rate stood at 0.06 per cent,
according to a health bulletin
issued by the health department
of
the
Delhi
Government.
As per the bulletin, the
Covid case tally in Delhi
reached 14,38,868 of which
over 14.13 lakh patients have
recovered. The death toll has
risen to 25,087.
Two deaths were reported in Delhi due to Covid-19
on Tuesday. The national
capital has recorded seven
fatalities due to the viral
infection in September this
year.
According to figures, the
city has 400 active COVID-19
cases and109 patients are in
home isolation. The number
of containment zones in the
city stands at 97, according to
the bulletin.
At least 72,386 tests were
conducted a day ago, including 50,425 RT-PCR ones. The
rest were rapid-antigen tests,
it said.
Delhi battled a brutal second wave of the pandemic in
April and May that claimed a
massive number of lives with
the issue of oxygen shortage
in hospitals adding to the
woes.
On April 20, Delhi had
reported 28,395 cases, the
highest in the city since the
beginning of the pandemic.
On April 22, the case positivity rate was 36.2 per cent,
the highest so far. The highest number of 448 deaths was
reported on May 3.
The Delhi Government
has been ramping up its
health infrastructure to prevent a repeat of the crisis witnessed during the peak of the
second wave of the pandemic.
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its Winter Action Plan to combat air pollution this year, the
city Government sought active
participation of stakeholders
and invited their suggestions on
Thursday.
The suggestion for an
action plan can be sent to
greenwarroom@gmail.com
within two days.
As per the schedule, the
action plan was about to launch
on September 30 however it
was delayed as the nodal
agency DPCC sought changes.
Environment Minister
Gopal Rai said the Delhi
Government will promote
public participation and he
will meet RWAs, NGOs and
Ecoclubs.
Rai said, “All the studies
regarding the pollution problem
in Delhi are pointing out two
factors. First is the vehicular
pollution, dust pollution and
biomass burning within Delhi.
And the second one is the pollution that is coming from out-
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deducted automatically from the RFID Tag
mounted on the glass. “The system is paperless and cashless, parking users will avoid payment of fees in the form of cash. Additionally,
it will reduce time while parking the vehicles,”
he said.
SDMC Mayor Mukesh Suryan said that
this is the first parking lot where the FASTag
system is being implemented to ensure
smooth transactions.
“The SDMC will launch the facility of
paperless and cashless parking in its jurisdiction. The Indian Highways Management
Company Limited (IHMCL) will incur
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expenses related to setting up of structures for
toll collection and the SDMC will not bear any
cost related in this regard,” he said.
The SDMC has implemented the system
of collection of parking charges through
RFID to encourage online payment of parking fees. “The civic body has authorized
NHAI’s IHMCL to collect parking charges
from Dwarka Sector-14 Metro Station parking lot and will remit the same with the civic
agency. The SDMC will reimburse the agency
charge at the rate of 1 percent of the transaction value to the IHMCL,” a senior SDMC official said.

our vehicle thieves were held after an encounter from
hree unknown persons allegedly
the Sector-50 police station area in the intervening Tcommitted a theft at a temple in
F
night of Wednesday and
west Delhi’s Punjabi Bagh area on early
Thursday. 2 pistols, 3 bullets, 7 used cartridges and
10 stolen motorcycles were
recovered from their possession, police said.
On the intervening
night of Wednesday and
Thursday, police teams of Sector-50 police station and
the crime unit Sector-39 of the Gurugram police
received information about the movement of the accused
in the Sector-50 police station area.
"We deployed a team to check the criminals. Four suspects on two separate motorcycles reached the spot but
tried to flee after opening fire at the police teams. The
police return the fire and overpowered and nabbed four
criminals, Preet Pal Sangwan, assistant commissioner of
police (crime) said. The arrested accused have been identified as Shahabuddin alias Bhola (19), Thaan Singh alias
Manish (19) of Bharatpur in Rajasthan, Jamshed (24) of
Alwar and Taufiq (25) of Nuh district in Haryana.
"During interrogation, the accused disclosed that they
used to sell theft motorcycle is Rs 5 to 10 thousand. Taufiq
was also involved in the cow slaughter case and three separate cases were registered against him in Rajasthan,"
Inspector Rahul Dev, station house officer (SHO) of
Sector-50 police station said.
A case under relevant section of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) was registered against the culprits.

hours of Thursday.
According to a senior police official, on Thursday at 6.54 am, police
received information regarding burglary from a temple’s ‘daanpatra’ at
Aggarwal Bhawan, road number 10
near SD Public School, East Punjabi
Bagh following which a police team
was dispatched for the spot.
"During enquiry, it was found that
three unknown persons with muffled
faces entered temple premises from
back side of the Aggarwal Bhawan.
They broke open the daanpatra and
burgled Aggarwal Bagchi Trust
Mandir.
They took an unknown amount of
cash between 1 AM to 1.30 AM," said
the senior police official.
The guard of the temple, Santlal
Tiwari (51), was present there at that
time, but he didn’t notice anything
unusual. Incident was first noticed by
priest Jai Bhagwan Sharma around
5.30 AM when he opened the temple,
police said. A case has been registered
and investigation is underway, police
said.
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Delhi court on Thursday
discharged AAP MLA
A
Sharad Chauhan and five oth-
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ers in a case of abetment of suicide of a woman party worker
in 2016.
Special judge M K Nagpal,
however, directed to frame
charges against one of Chauhan's
associates, Ramesh Bhardwaj,
saying there was sufficient prima
facie evidence to hold him
responsible. Bhardwaj was also
accused in a sexual harassment
case filed by the deceased.
According to the complaint, the main accused
Bhardwaj was a close associate
of Chauhan and, therefore, the
politician always protected and
sheltered him in the sexual
harassment incident.

Divisional Commissioner’s
Office to digitise the process of
verification of caste certificates.
The direction came after
the Minister conducted a surprise inspection at the
Divisional Commissioner’s
Office on Thursday to look into
the cases of pendency in issuing caste certificates. This problem was faced mostly by students who require the caste certificates to ensure admission in
schools and colleges.
He said "Many citizens are
facing the problem of delay in
getting these caste certificates
issued. After inspection, I have
found out that the staff is not
performing up to their full
capacity and is delaying the
process.”
Upon inspection, the minister found out that the officers
were delaying the process and
he personally verified the
record room data and found
that records which could have
been disposed of in the matter
of 3-4 days were kept there for
15 to 20 days, office of social

welfare minister said in a statement.
“I have issued strict
orders that the staff should be
sensitised regarding this matter. Not more than 2-3 days
shall be taken in disposing of
these cases. If anyone cannot
follow these orders, then strict
action will be initiated against
them by the department," he
said.
Gautam also suggested that
the process of verification of
caste certificates should be
digitised so that the time taken
to send out hard copies to the
respective district magistrate is
reduced. He also added that the
staff should be sensitised about
this process through regular
training.
The minister also issued a
whip to all the officials to
streamline and expedite the
process or face action.
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erforming cremation following the
P
traditional Hindu rituals does not
only harm the environment but it also
requires 300 to 400 kg of wood, resulting
in severe air pollution and loss of forest
areas, the BJP ruled South Delhi Municipal
Corporation (SDMC) said on Thursday.
“The ‘Open Pyre Cremation’ causes air
pollution, high ash, methane emission in
large volume owing to the use of 300-400
kilograms of wood in cremating a single
body and deforestation,” SDMC said in a
statement.

“Cremating bodies in the open has
caused severe air pollution. Considering the
situation, the SDMC has started a green crematorium at Green Park cremation ground
that will help in environment conservation,”
the civic body said in a statement.
The move will help in saving trees from
being cut and burnt, reducing smoke and
heat exposure to people who take part in last
rites of deceased persons, the civic body said.
SDMC Assistant Commissioner
Manish Meena, Municipal Councillor
Radhika Abrol, Municipal Health Officer
LR Verma and District Health Officer Dr
Tuli were present on the occasion.
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chief here after incumbent R
KS Bhadauria retired.
An alumnus of NDA, the
new chief was commissioned
in 1982 in the fighter stream
of the IAF. He has flown
more than 3, 800 hours on
multiple fighter and trainer
aircraft.
Flying for the country
runs in his family as his son
is also a Rafale fighter jet pilot.
In his address, Chaudhari
said he was honoured and
privileged to have been
entrusted with the responsibility of leading the Indian Air
Force. He expressed absolute
faith and confidence in the
ability of his force to accomplish all assigned tasks with
resolute dedication while
maintaining the IAF’s operational capability at an all-time
high.

Outlining the focus areas
for Commanders and personnel, Chaudhuri said,
“Protection of our Nation’s
sovereignty and integrity is to
be ensured at any cost”.
He said enhancement of
operational capability through
integration of newly inducted
platforms, weapons and
equipment with existing assets
and dovetailing the same in
concepts of operations would
remain a priority area.
He spoke on aspects of
acquisition of new technolog y,
promotion
of indigenisation and innovation, strengthening of cyber
security, rapid adaptation of
training methods to meet
future demands and sustained

work to nurture human
resources.
During his career spanning almost four decades, the
new chief has tenanted many
significant command and staff
appointments. He has commanded a MiG-29 Squadron,
two Air Force Stations and
Western Air Command. His
staff appointments include
Deputy Chief of Air Staff,
Senior Air Staff Officer at HQ
Eastern Air Command,
Assistant Chief of Air Staff
Operations (Air Defence),
Assistant Chief of Air Staff
(Personnel Officers), Deputy
Commandant of Air Force
Academy and Air Assistant to
Chief of the Air Staff.
A Category ‘A’ Qualified
Flying Instructor, he has
served as an instructor at
Flying
Training
Establishments and has also
been an Air Force Examiner.
He was a pioneer member of
the
Sur yakiran
Aerobatic Display Team.

deployed at the LAC in
Eastern Ladakh thereby
heightening tension.
As regards Afghanistan,
Naravane said developments
there “have definitely been
the focus” of the Indian Army

that continues to evaluate
threat perceptions and formulate strategies accordingly.
He said the Indian Army
“or the armed forces for that
matter continue to carry out
periodic evaluation of threat

perceptions”. Based on those
evaluations, the Indian Army
formulates strategies and doctrines that are needed to meet
future threats, he noted. “This
is a continuous process that
never stops,” the Army chief

ir Chief Marshal VR
A
Chaudhari on Thursday
took over as the new IAF
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ncidents at the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) will
Icontinue
to take place till
India and China arrive at an
agreement regarding the
boundar y, Army Chief
General M M Naravane said
here on Thursday. He also said
the Army is keeping tabs on
the situation in Afghanistan
and likely threat perceptions to
India.
Naravane’s observations
about the LAC came in the
backdrop of stand-offs still on
at three points at the LAC in
Eastern Ladakh since May
last year. The intrusions’
attempt by China last year led
to a bloody clash between the
two armies in the Galwan valley in June. Twenty Indian
army personnel including the
commanding officer were
killed in the brawl and more
than 40 Chinese troopers were
also killed. However, Beijing
has, so far, not confirmed the

number of casualties on its
side.
Addressing a gathering at
the PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry here,
Naravane said “We have an
outstanding border issue. We
are again well prepared to
meet any misadventure that
may occur as we have demonstrated in the past. Such kinds
of incidents will continue to
occur till such time that a
long-term solution is reached,
and that is to have a boundary
agreement. And that should be
the thrust of our efforts so that
we have lasting peace along the
northern (China) border.”
More than 50,000 troops
from both the sides are now
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ith the Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB)
W
reconstituted into seven
defence public sector undertakings from Friday, ER Sheikh
on Thursday assumed charge
as first Director General of the
Ordnance Directorate (Coordination and Services). It is
the successor organisation of
Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB).
An Indian Ordnance
Factory Service (IOFS) officer
of the 1984 batch, he has been
a spearhead of modernisation.
In particular, he has contributed to the establishment
of the modern production line
system for the manufacture of
small arms ammunition at the
Ordnance Factory Varangaon.
A graduate of IIT Kanpur,

he has served in various
Ordnance Factories. He also
led the successful indigenous
development of Bi-Modular
Charge System (BMCS) for
artillery ammunition.
He is also the recipient of
the Ayudh Ratna Award, 2020,
conferred on him in recognition of his exemplary services

to the organisation.
The seven new entities
will be styled as Munitions
India Ltd, Armoured Vehicles
Nigam Ltd, Advanced
Weapons and Equipment
India Ltd, Troop Comforts
Ltd, Yantra India Ltd., India
Optel Ltd, and Gliders India
Ltd.

said.
“We have a very dynamic
counterinsurgency and counterterrorist grid in Jammu and
Kashmir. It is a dynamic grid
and it is based on threat perception and the escalating levels of attempts by our western

neighbour(Pakistan) to push
in more and more terrorists,”
he said.
Naravane noted developments along the LAC in
Eastern Ladakh added to the
ongoing legacy challenges on
“our active and disputed bor-

ders on the Western and
Eastern Front.”
The Army chief also talked
about rapid developments in
defence technology, saying
that avoiding “technological
obsolescence” remains a big
challenge.
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t a time when its affairs are
getting murkier in Punjab
and the Rajasthan crisis
remains unresolved, the
Congress’ troubles in
Chhattisgarh look set to
increase in the coming days.
Amid speculation over
the possibility of a leadership
change in Chhattisgarh, a
group of Congress MLAs
known to be close to Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel are
camping in Delhi to oppose
any move to replace him. In
fact, one of them asserted
that there was no question of
a change at the top in the state
and Baghel would complete
his full term.
AICC sources said around
15 party MLAs are in Delhi
and they want to meet AICC
in-charge Chhattisgarh P L
Punia to convey that former
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
should extend the duration of
his proposed tour to the state
so that all MLAs can get benefit of it.
Punia, however, is in
Lucknow till the end of this
week, sources in party said.
Brihaspat Singh, the
Ramanujganj MLA, said that
they were waiting for Punia
and would speak with him
when he would return.
“ The
situation
in
Chhattisgarh is not like that of
Punjab. Our party has 70
MLAs (in the 90-member
state assembly), of whom 60
legislators had last time conveyed their views to Punia and
the high command,” Singh
told the media.
“The high command gave
a chief minister from the OBC
community with 54 per cent

A

OBCs in the state. The high
command gives the example
of Chhattisgarh government’s
policies during elections in
other states, so there is no
such question (of leadership
change),” Singh said.
As far as the BJP people
are concerned, if they think
they can make the government fall by misleading
“Maharaja of Sarguja” (reference to T S Singhdeo) as they
did in Madhya Pradesh by
misleading
“Gwalior
Maharaja” (a reference to
Jyotiraditya Scindia), they will
not be successful, Singh said.
“Our Maharaja of Sarguja
is very intelligent, very knowledgeable and has himself stated that he will never leave the
party. So there is no possibility and under the leadership of
Bhupesh Baghel, together with
T S Singhdeo, the government
will continue to work for the
development of the state,” the
MLA said.
Baghel is doing a great job
and “we will work under his
leadership for five years and
will fight elections under his
leadership in the future with
the blessings of R ahul
Gandhi”, he added.
The buzz in political circles in Chhattisgarh over legislators having gone to express
their support to Baghel comes
in the wake of the Punjab
political crisis for the party.
The demand for a change
of guard reared its head in
Chhattisgarh after Baghel
completed two and a half
years as chief minister in June
2021. The Singhdeo camp
claimed that the high command in 2018 had agreed to
hand over the post to him
after the government com-

s Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot tries to ‘fortify’ himself in his own State in
the wake of the ongoing political changes and developments
in Punjab, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Thursday
in a virtual programme sought
to ‘thank’ the former for reposing “so much of confidence” in
him in seeking help for the
development projects in his
State with an “open heart”.
“Ye dosti, ye vishwas, ye
bharosa, ye loktantra ki badi
taakat hain,” Modi said while
addressing a gathering through
video conferencing. He said
“mutual trust” despite different
ideologies is the strength of
democracy.
Responding to Gehlot’s
requests regarding a few projects for the development of
the state during a virtual programme, Modi thanked the
veteran Congress leader for
having faith in him.
“I was listening to the
Chief Minister of Rajasthan.
He has given a long list of projects. I thank the Chief
Minister of Rajasthan that he
has so much faith in me. His
ideology, (political) party are
different and my ideology,
party are different but this
friendship, trust and faith is a
big strength of democracy,” he
said.
“Ashokji ka mujhpar jo
bharosa hai, usi ke karan aaj
unhone dil khol kar bahut si
batein rakkhin,” Modi said

while thanking him for giving
a list of development projects
in his state unhesitatingly.
Gehlot has been keeping a
close watch on the developments in Punjab where
Congress has effected leadership change and removed 79year-old veteran Amarindar
Singh.
Recently, Gehlot had also
called a meeting of MLAs
‘loyal’ to him with reports
that his arch rival in the party
and deputy Chief Minister
Sachin Pilot is again trying to
upstage him and lobbying with
former Congres president
Rahul Gandhi.
Singh has decided to quit
the Congress after feeling
“humiliated” and may float his
own outfit, something Gehlot
has to watch out for and be
apprehensive, given the running turmoil in his party.
Prime Minister was speaking after virtually Inaugurating
Institute of Petrochemicals
Technology, Jaipur,
He also laid the foundation stone for four new
medical colleges in the
Banswara,
Sirohi,
Hanumangarh and Dausa districts of Rajasthan.
Modi informed that after
2014, 23 medical colleges have
been approved by the central
government for Rajasthan and

7 medical colleges have already
become operational.
Prime Minister said the
biggest pandemic of 100 years
has taught a lesson to the
health sector of the world.
Every country is engaged in
dealing with this crisis in its
way. India has resolved to
increase its strength, selfreliance in this disaster.
Gehlot said 30 of the 33
districts in the state will have
medical colleges by 2023.
Fifteen medical colleges are
already there and 15 more will
be ready by 2023, the Chief
Minister said.
“Today we can say with
satisfaction that India is moving beyond 6 AIIMS to a
strong network of more than
22 AIIMS”, the PM said adding
in the last 6-7 years, more than
170 new medical colleges have
been set up and rapid work is
going on with more than 100
new medical colleges.
In 2014, the total seats of
medical undergraduates and
postgraduates in the country
were about 82,000. Today their
number has increased to
140,000. In the field of regulation and governance also, the
Prime Minister said that with
the advent of the National
Medical Commission, problems and questions of the past
have been addressed.

pleted half its term.
Congress in-charge of the
state Punia has time and again
denied that any such deal was
struck in 2018 when the party
came to power by dislodging
the BJP.
The Congress high com-

mand summoned both Baghel
and Singh Deo to Delhi in
August to resolve the feud. It
appeared that Baghel had
managed to avert for the time
being a leadership change
when he told reporters upon
return that party leader Rahul

Gandhi had agreed to visit the
state ‘on his invitation’, and
those talking about rotating
the CM’s post were promoting
political
instability.
However, there has been constant speculation over the
matter.
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he Ministry of Consumer
Affairs and Food on
T
Thursday said that the pulses
industry has declared 30.97
lakh tonnes of pulses stock on
a Government portal and this
data can be used for taking steps
to ensure smooth supply of the
key commodity at affordable
rates.
As part of its measures to
control rising prices of pulses
and check hoarding, the ministry had in July directed states
to ensure stockists, millers and
traders provide details of the
stock they are holding on any
given date on portal
https://fcainfoweb.Nic.In/psp.
“At least 11,635 stockholders have registered declaring
3097694.42 tonne of stock of
pulses on the official portal of

Department of Consumer
Affairs as on September 20,
2021,” the ministry said in a
statement. Digitization of pulses stock is in full swing, it
added.
According to the ministry,
stock declaration through
traders, millers, importers, and
warehouses which are both
public and privately owned will
create a data bank. This will
enable the Government to
understand which states are
producing and keeping a stock

for milling purposes.
It will also help keep a
check on undesirable practices
of hoarding and artificial scarcity creation through stock declaration and real time verification of the same, it said. The
portal can also be accessed by
any citizen. Privacy of data is
maintained. The data declared
by any stockholder will be visible to them besides the state
and central governments.
Further, the ministry said
the data helps them in knowing
the movement of stocks and the
quantum of stocks with them
on any given date. State governments can monitor the registrations done and stocks
declared by various stakeholders pertaining to their own
states. This gives the data of the
quantum of stocks of various
pulses available in their states.
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has
attached assets worth C145.26
crore of a Bengaluru-based
spices company in a money
laundering probe linked to an
alleged loan fraud in the J&K
Bank.
The attached assets are
immovable properties in the
form of factory buildings,
shops, flats and land.
The ED initiated money
laundering investigation on
the basis of an FIR registered by
the ACB, Srinagar, Jammu &
Kashmir on August 6,2019
under sections of Jammu &
Kashmir Prevention of
Corruption Act, 2006 and
Ranbir Penal Code (RPC),
1989 against Syed Anish
Rawther, promoter-director of
beneficiary company S.A.
Rawther Spices Pvt Ltd.
The then branch head of
J&K Bank, BU Infantry Road
Bengaluru and officers of the
bank were also accused in the
case.
In the FIR, it was alleged
that SA. Rawther Spices Pvt Ltd
defaulted on loan and declared
NPA in September 2017. Net
amount of C285.81 crore was
outstanding with the company
besides unapplied interest of Rs
66.91 crore against mortgaged
collateral property of C171
crore.
During the same period,
the firm also borrowed C16.5
crore from HDFC Bank and
C25 Crore from RBL Bank and
mortgaged the same property,
which was already mortgaged
with J&K Bank Ltd. The
accused Branch Manager of
J&K Bank allegedly caused
loss to state exchequer to the

T
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he Government on
Thursday warned people
T
that it is still not time to lower
the guard and it will be prudent
to avoid non-essential travel
and observe low-key festivities.
It pointed out that despite an
overall declining trend in
India’s weekly positivity rate
since last five months, some
districts are continuing to
report positivity higher than 10
per cent led by Kerala, which
has a TPR of more than 15 per
cent.
“Increased population density raises chances of Covid
spread so it will be prudent to
avoid non-essential travel and
observe festivity at low key,”
Union health secretary Rajesh
Bhushan said at a press conference here on Thursday.

Ahead of the festive season,
the Centre has asked State
Governments and Union territories to take adequate measures to ensure that a surge in
Covid-19 cases is not seen
after the celebrations.
The Union Home Ministry
has already warned against
complacency due to the recent
drop in the number of cases.
The Health Secretary said 18
districts in India are reporting
a weekly positivity between 5
per cent and 10 per cent.
“Active cases are going
down across the country,
cumulative recovery rate rising.
The country has a recovery rate
of almost 98%,” Bhushan said.
India also reported 23,529
new Covid-19 cases in the last
24 hours, an increase of 24 per
cent from Wednesday when
the country had recorded less

than 20,000 cases. At least 311
deaths due to the coronavirus
were also reported in the last
24 hours. The country had
been reporting less than
20,000 cases for the last two
days since Monday, which has
resulted in a drop of active
cases in the country to 2.82
lakh.
The total number of
coronavirus cases rose to
3,37,39,980 with the new infections, while the death count
has reached 4,48,062. The
active cases comprise 0.82 per
cent of the total infections, the
lowest since March 2020 — the
active caseload at present is
2,77,020.
The number of Covid-19
tests has not reduced as 15-16
lakh tests are being done every
day, added the Union Health
Secretary.
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he
Enforcement
Directorate has seized an
T
additional amount of C 131.11

crore lying in bank accounts
and virtual accounts with payment gateways belonging to
PC Financial Services Pvt Ltd
under FEMA for forex violations linked to instant apps run
by a Chinese national.
The latest seizure is in
continuation of an earlier
seizure order dated August
26, 2021 whereby an amount
of C106.93 crore was seized.
During the course of the
money laundering investigation, ED also initiated an investigation under FEMA against
the firm that provides instant
personal micro loans through
its mobile application
‘Cashbean’ for suspicious foreign outward remittances. PNS
PCFS is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Oplay Digital
Services, SA de CV, Mexico,
which is in turn a subsidiary of
Tenspot Pesa Limited, Hong
Kong which is owned by
Opera Limited (Cayman
Islands) and Wisdom
Connection I Holding Inc
(Cayman Islands), which are
ultimately beneficially owned
by Chinese National Zhou
Yahui.

tune of C352.72 crore in connivance with promoter/director of SA. Rawther Spices Pvt
Ltd.
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nion health secretary
Rajesh Bhushan on
U
Thursday said that the muchawaited needleless three-dose
Zydus Cadila’s Covid-19 vaccine would be introduced in the
national vaccination programme “very shortly”.
The ZyCoV-D vaccine,
manufactured by Ahmedabadbased Zydus Cadila, is the first
vaccine in the country that has
received emergency use authorisation (EUA) for being
administered in the 12 to 18
age group.
The health official said
that it will not be available in
the market now but will be
included in the Covid vaccination programme.s
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he southwest monsoon rains
T
are likely to start withdrawing from the northwest region
from October 6, marking one of
the most delayed retreats of the
seasonal rainfall. The normal
date for the commencement of
monsoon withdrawal is
September 17. Last year, the
monsoon started withdrawing
from western parts of northwest
India on September 28. The
southwest monsoon, which is
vital for India’s farmers, usually
arrives at the southernmost
Kerala coast around June 1 and
starts retreating in midSeptember from the north-western state of Rajasthan bordering
Pakistan.
As per the IMD data, India
received 874.6 mm rainfall as
against the normal of 880.6
mm, a deficiency of one percent
so far. Of the 694 districts across
the country, 161 districts spread
in nine sub divisions have faced
deficient rainfall this year.
In its latest forecast, the
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Thursday said the conditions are
favourable for commencement
of withdrawal of southwest
monsoon from some parts of
northwest India from October 6,
2021. The movement of the
depression away from the Indian
coast along with a barrage of
monsoon winds will allow drier
westerly to north-westerly winds
to establish over North-West
India and trigger the commencement of the withdrawal
process.
“Quantitatively, the 2021 all
India monsoon seasonal rainfall
during June 1 to September 30
has been 87 cm against the Long
Period Average of 88 cm of
1961-2010 (99 percent of its
LPA),” IMD Director General M
Mohapatra said.
The southwest monsoon
starts withdrawing from west
Rajasthan first. The southwest
monsoon saw delayed withdrawals in 2017, 2018, 2019 and
2020. In the year 2019, the
southwest monsoon commenced withdrawal rather late
on October 9and got completed in the shortest record time of
8 days, on October 17. During
last year 2020, the process started late yet again, on September
28 and delayed withdrawal completes a hat trick with 2021 following the same track.
This year cyclones delayed
the retreat and most parts of the
country received heavy rainfall
this week, which damaged summer-sown crops ready for harvesting. A delayed withdrawal of
monsoon also means a delayed
onset of winter.
Currently, there is a lowpressure area and its associated
cyclonic circulation prevailing
over east Rajasthan and the
neighbouring areas, which is
keeping rainfall activity steady
over Maharashtra and parts of
central India.
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s prominent leaders leave
the party one by one, there
A
is a fear in Kerala whether the
Congress in the State is withering away.
This is being discussed
hotly following the decision of
V M Sudheeran, former president of the KPCC and who has
adorned all positions except
that of the Chief Minister tendering his resignation as
chairman of the political affairs
committee as well as the membership of the All India

Congress Committee.
Besides Sudheeran a number of local leaders of the
Congress have quit the party in
disgust as they were overlooked while appointing the
office bearers under K
Sudhakaran, who was appointed president of the Kerala unit
in the aftermath of the debacle
suffered by the party in the
2021 assembly election.
Former Chief Minister
Oommen Chandi and former
Leader of the Opposition
Ramesh Chennithala are sulking alleging that they were not
consulted while appointing the
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he CBI on Thursday filed a chargesheet against 20 accused
in one of the cases related to post-poll violence and other
T
offences in West Bengal.
The chargesheet was filed in the court of ACJM, Sealdah
(West Bengal)
The CBI had registered the case on August 25 on the
orders of Calcutta High Court and took over the investigation of the case, earlier registered at Police Station
Narkeldanga, Kolkata May 2 on a complaint against unknown
seven/eight accused persons on the allegations that the accused
attacked the victim with sticks and also broke the household
articles of his house.
The victim was rescued but due to being beaten brutally; he was shifted to hospital.
Those chargesheeted in the case are Sanjay Samanta, Samir
Samanta, Sankar Das alias Buno,Arun Dey, Rahul Dey, Sourav
Dey, Sukhdeb Poddar, Amit Das, Arup Das, Biswajit Das,
Sanjay Barik, Amit Das, Tumpa Das alias Kali, Gopal Das,
Papiya Barik, Sanjay Basak, Sufal Bose, Sanjay Dey alias Suvo,
Abhijit Dey and Kajal Das.

new office bearers. “Why
should they be consulted for
each and every decision being
made by the KPCC president?
Had they consulted their peers
while they were occupying the
posts?” asked T H Mustafa,
former minister and septuagenarian Congress leader.
Mustafa said the need of the
hour was to give elbow room
for Sudhakaran and his team to
work independently.
“If Sudhakaran fails to
deliver the result, he too should
be replaced. But he should be
allowed space to work,”
Mustaffa added.

K C Joseph, former minister, said that efforts were on to
check the exit of more leaders
from the party.
“Tariq Anwar, who has
been deputed by the Congress
High Command was in the
State for the last couple of days
and he had met Sudheeran. We
are confident that the party
would tide over the present crisis,” Joseph told The Pioneer.
Hari S Kartha, former chief
editor, Janmabhumi, who is a
leading political commentator
said the resignation of
Sudheeran was mere saberrattling and part of political

bargaining.
“He is almost 75 and where
will he go? Same is the case
with other senior leaders in the
party. Their time is out and
they should give way to new
leadership. The leadership in
Kerala failed in 2016 and 2021
and even during the local body
election. Let Sudhakaran try his
luck while the High
Command can elevate the so
called seniors to some kind of
Marg Darshak Mandal,” said
Kartha.
Interestingly, ordinary
Congress workers are thrilled
over the prospectus of Rahul

Gandhi, who represents
Wynadu in the Lok Sabha,
becoming the Congress
President.
“Till now we did not have
anyone from this part of the
country becoming All India
Congress Committee (AICC)
president other than Sir C
Sankaran Nair who headed
the party for a year in 1897. We
are confident of Congress coming back to power in the 2024
Lok Sabha election a la the
2004 experience,” said Ashok
Kumar of Angamali, a
Congress activist for the last 50
years.
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he
high-tension
Bhawanipore by-elections
T
passed off peacefully with little more than 53 percent voter
turnout --- a shed higher than
2011 by-polls --- even as the
BJP alleged “scientific rigging”
by the Bengal ruling outfit
Trinamool Congress.
By scientific rigging the

BJP apparently meant capturing booths peacefully "simply
by jamming them and disallowing genuine voters to come
and vote."
TMC's Firhad Hakim however said "we don't capture
booths ... we have captured the
hearts of the people."
Voter turnout in other two
constituencies of Shamsherganj
and Jangipur in Murshidabad
district recorded about 78 per-

cent polling till 5 pm on
Thursday.
Amid reports of some stray
incidents the elections to
Bhawanipore seat passed of
peacefully
Election
Commission sources said
adding all the complaints
lodged by the opposition outfits were thoroughly scrutinized and issues were resolved
amicably.
By 5 pm Bhawanipore

from where Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee is seeking
election to the State Assembly
recorded 53.32 percent polling.
ECI officials said the total percentage could go up by another 3-4 percent.
Similarly till 5 pm
Samsherganj witnessed about
78.60 percent voters’ turnout
while in neighbouring Jangipur
76.12 percent voters exercised
their franchise.
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ashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) Chief Dr
R
Mohan Bhagwat Thursday
arrived here on a four day long
maiden visit to the Union
Territor y of Jammu and
Kashmir after the Abrogation
of Article 370 and 35-A.
The official handout issued
by the RSS termed it a 'routine'
visit.
During his stay Dr
Bhagwat is expected to take
stock of the organisational
achievements and chalk out the
future road map for RSS
Pracharaks and volunteers
(swayam sevaks).
citizens from different
walks of life are also expected
to interact with him during his
stay at highly fortified Keshav
Bhawan premises, RSS nerve
centre in Jammu.
The high point of his stay
would remain his interaction
with the volunteers from over
600 centres (shakhas) spread
across J&K.
Since Assembly elections
are scheduled to take place

soon after the completion of
the ongoing Delimitation
process, Dr Bhagwat is also
expected to strategise with the
members of the BJP's Core
group in Jammu.
Dr Bhagwat is also expected to review performance of
the local BJP leaders in a separate meeting where he is
expected to discuss the prevailing political situation post
Abrogation of Article 370 and
35-A.
Inside reports revealed RSS
volunteers have already tipped
the senior RSS functionaries
about the constantly declining
popularity graph of local BJP
leaders and increasing disenchantment among the local
residents in Jammu.
On October 2, Dr Bhagwat
is scheduled to address a public gathering in the General
Zorawar Singh Auditorium of
Jammu University.
Besides this he is scheduled
to
meet
sur viving
freedom fighters who participated in the Praja Parishad
Movement, Goa Liberation
Movement etc.
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Orissa and Punjab and Haryana.
In its meeting held on Wednesday, the collegium
approved the proposal for elevation of 16 names — six judicial officers and 10 advocates – as judges of these four high
courts.
As per the statements uploaded on the apex court website on Thursday, the collegium has approved the proposal
for elevation of four judicial officers — A L Pansare, S C More,
U S Joshi-Phalke and B P Deshpande— as judges of the
Bombay High Court. Similarly, the collegium has recommended names of advocates Aditya Kumar Mohapatra and
Mruganka Sekhar Sahoo and judicial officers Radha Krishna
Pattanaik and Sashikanta Mishra for their elevation as judges
of the Orissa High Court. For the Gujarat High Court, the
collegium has approved the proposal for elevation of seven
advocates -- Mauna Manish Bhatt, Samir J Dave, Hemant M
Prachchhak, Sandeep N Bhatt, Aniruddha Pradyumna
Mayee, Niral Rashmikant Mehta and Nisha Mahendrabhai
Thakore -- as judges there. “The Supreme Court collegium
in its meeting held on September 29, 2021 has approved the
proposal for elevation of Sandeep Moudgil, advocate, as judge
in the Punjab and Haryana High Court,” said one of the statements. Besides the CJI, the three-member collegium which
deals with the appointment in high courts includes Justices
U U Lalit and A M Khanwilkar. The collegium has been taking steps by recommending names to fill up a large number
of vacancies in higher judiciary in the country.
After assuming charge as the CJI in April this year, Justice
Ramana has recommended nearly 100 names for appointment to different high courts, besides filling up nine vacancies of judges in the Supreme Court in one go. The 25 high
courts in the country have a combined sanctioned strength
of 1,080 judges and on May 1, 2021, they were functioning
with 420 judges only.

<X]XbcTa^UBcPcTU^a9P[BWPZcX?aPW[PSBX]VW?PcT[eXbXcbcWT=PcX^]P[6P[[Tah
^U<^STa]0ac^]CWdabSPhc^aTeXTfcWT"aSa^d]S^UTPdRcX^]^UVXUcb
_aTbT]cTSc^?<=PaT]SaP<^SX?X^]TTa_W^c^

]TfeTRPbTb $"aTR^eTaXTbX]9:
Srinagar: Recoveries outpaced new cases in J&K on
Thursday where 153 patients recovered while 110 new cases
were reported during the last 24 hours.
Officials said that 26 recoveries and 26 cases were reported from the Jammu division and 127 recoveries and 84 cases
from the Kashmir division. There was no fresh fatality.
As many as 329,430 people have been infected with coronavirus out of which 323,663 have recovered, while 4,422 people have succumbed. A total of 46 black fungus cases have
been recorded. The total number of active cases is 1,345, out
of which 299 are from the Jammu division and 1,046 from
the Kashmir division.
IANS
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he Supreme Court collegium, headed by Chief Justice of
India (CJI) N V Ramana, has recommended 16 names
T
for elevation as judges of the High Courts of Bombay, Gujarat,
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&23PXVWNHHSSUDFWLFDODVSHFWVRIGHYHORSLQJ
FRXQWULHVLQPLQGEHIRUHVHWWLQJXSWDUJHWV

2

NWREHUIHVWLQLVDERXWIRVVLOIXHOQRWEHHU7KHZRUOGLVJHDULQJXSIRU
WKHWK81&OLPDWH&KDQJH&RQIHUHQFH&23LQ*ODVJRZIURP2FWREHU
7KHDGYDQFHGFRXQWULHVPD\GHFU\WKHGHYHORSLQJZRUOG·VLQDELOLW\WRFXW
GRZQRQHPLVVLRQVWRNHHSJOREDOZDUPLQJFKDQJHOLPLWHGWRGHJUHHVE\
7KH\ZLOOVHWXSWDUJHWVOLNHPDNLQJDIDVWHUVZLWFKWRHOHFWULFFDUVFXWWLQJGRZQRQ
FRDOSRZHUPLQLPDOGHIRUHVWDWLRQDQGSURWHFWLQJPRUHSHRSOHIURPWKHLPSDFWVRI
FOLPDWHFKDQJH6DGO\DQGWKHGHYHORSHGZRUOGNQRZVWKLVWKHVHWDUJHWVKDYHDOUHDG\
GLYLGHGWKHZRUOGLQWRWKRVHZKRFDQPHHWWKHVHWDUJHWVDQGDUHPHHWLQJWKHPDQG
WKRVHZKRFDQQRW&23ZRXOGEHHIIHFWLYHLILWGHVLVWVIURPVHWWLQJXSXQLYHUVDO
WDUJHWV7KHGLYLGHGUHJLRQVRIWKHZRUOGDUHSROHVDSDUWHFRQRPLFDOO\DQGLWLVVLP
SO\QRWSRVVLEOHIRURQHKDOIWRGHOLYHU7KHGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHVGRQRWZDQWWRVHW
XS]HURHPLVVLRQWDUJHWVEHFDXVHWKH\DUHRQO\QRZ
LQFUHDVLQJWKHLUHFRQRPLFFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGGHYHO
RSPHQWDO DFWLYLWLHV IRU WKHLU SRSXODWLRQV KLWKHUWR
GHSULYHGRIHYHQEDVLFQHHGV7KHVHFRXQWULHVDUH
FDXJKWLQDELQG7KH\NQRZWKH\KDYHWRFXWGRZQ
RQWKHLUHPLVVLRQVEXWWKDWZRXOGEHDWWKHFRVWRI
QRWIXOILOOLQJWKHGHVLUHVRIWKHLUSHRSOH7KHTXHV
WLRQWKDW&23VKRXOGVHHNDQDQVZHUWRIURPWKH
GHYHORSHGZRUOGRUWKH2(&'FRXQWULHVRIWKH:HVW
LVKRZWREULGJHWKHHFRQRPLFJDSEHWZHHQWKHWZR
KDOYHVVRWKDWWKHSRRUHUKDOIFDQVHWSUDFWLFDODQG
UHDFKDEOHHPLVVLRQJRDOVIRULWVHOI
2WKHUZLVHWKHFRQIHUHQFHZLOOUHPDLQDFDOHQGDURFFDVLRQZKHUHWKHJDSEHWZHHQ
WKHILUVWDQGWKHGHYHORSLQJZRUOGZRXOGRQO\EHFOLPDFWLFDWEHVWQRWFOLPDWLF7KH
2(&'ZRUOGLVPRVWO\FRYHUHGE\QHW]HURWDUJHWVDQGPRYLQJWRZDUGVDORZFDU
ERQIXWXUH7KHLUVRXUFHRISRZHULVPRVWO\FOHDQHQHUJ\7KH\XVHHOHFWULFDQG
K\EULGFDUV$QGWKH\DUHDOUHDG\LQWRQXUWXULQJQDWXUHEDFNWRLWVRULJLQDOVKDSH
7KHQRQ2(&'FRXQWULHVDUHIDUUHPRYHGIURPWKLVUHDOLW\7KH2LO3URGXFLQJDQG
([SRUWLQJ&RXQWULHVKDYHUHOHDVHGWKH:RUOG2LO2XWORRNLQWLPHIRU&23
WKDWVD\VRLOZLOOEHWKHSULPDU\HQHUJ\VRXUFHIRUGHFDGHV,WVD\VWKDWSHUFHQW
RIIXWXUHJOREDOHQHUJ\GHPDQGZLOOFRPHIURPQRQ2(&'FRXQWULHVJURZLQJWR
PERHGLQ)RUWKH2(&'UHJLRQWKHGHPDQGLVVHWWRIODWWHQLQWKHORQJ
WHUP,WH[SHFWV2(&'RLOGHPDQGWRSHDNDWDURXQGPEGLQEHIRUH
GHFOLQLQJFRQVLVWHQWO\,QFRQWUDVWWKHQRQ2(&'UHJLRQZLWKDQH[SDQGLQJPLGGOH
FODVVKLJKSRSXODWLRQJURZWKDQGVWURQJHUHFRQRPLFJURZWKSRWHQWLDOZLOOVHHLWV
RLOGHPDQGULVHE\PEGEHWZHHQDQGUHDFKLQJPEGLQ
$VDUHVXOWSHUFDSLWDIRVVLOIXHOHPLVVLRQVLQERWKZRUOGVZLOOEHKLJKLQWKHPHGL
XPWHUPHYHQDVWKH\DUHIRUHFDVWWRFRPHGRZQLQWKH2(&'UHJLRQ7KLVLVD
JRRGHQRXJKVWDUWLQJSRLQWIRU&23WRSXUVXHUHDOLVWLFWDUJHWV
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s the news goes, 20,000 of
COVID workers in
Kerala, including doctors and nurses, are being
suddenly laid off effective
October 1. It is possible that they
were informed earlier but we read
the news on September 30. This
comes as a shock in three ways:
One, COVID is not over and the
third wave is feared before long.
Two, to be suddenly laid off after
working on a dangerous mission
for, say, a year-and-half sounds
unkind. Three, I find it difficult to
believe as I have experienced when
I worked in that lovely State.
There was then a tradition,
unbreakable, of ‘Good Morning’
money of C50. Cochin, especially
the Willingdon Island, had a significant cargo traffic. If an exporter
engaged a porter for even a day or
two, the latter was entitled to C50
every morning for saluting the
exporter. He had to be paid the
money in cash every day the men
turned up. Otherwise, many port
workers would surround the
exporter’s office and a gherao
took place.
Once talking to a tea trader
from Malabar, I sought his advice
for a suggested diversification in
addition to tea. The Malabari’s
response was uncanny. In Kerala,
there can be seven trade unions for
every six workers. One of the most
intelligent people in India, the
Malayalis allowed very few industries to survive and allowed almost
no new ones to come up. West
Asian employment saved the
Malayalis to an extent, apparently every urban street has about
three gold jewellery shops, shining
if not dazzling. The explanation
must lie in the Malayali’s propensity to work beyond belief once he
goes out of Kerala.
In Delhi, I have come across
several Malayalis who work on
three jobs in 24 hours. Seven to 9
am typing assignment at a lawyer’s
house/office, 10 am to 6 am a normal full-day employment. Then
overnight work as a telephone
operator who is allowed to doze off
but is sensitive to the telephone
bell, which is essential for a nursing home or a small hospital. This
is an incredible paradox: Working
incredibly hard away from home
but a lazy, cantankerous workman
in Kerala.
Does the explanation lie in the

A

Communist virus? From “each
according to his ability to each
according to his need” was a slogan of Karl Marx. Every human
being has an equal need, hence
all must be paid an equable
wage. With intelligent work
came recognition in terms of
promotion to higher rank but
the pay packet should be similar. The average worker or
officer may take the view, why
work hard? Do the minimum
and go home. In the Soviet
Union, you could do so but not
agitate. Outside the already
Communist society, the red
trade unions were formed originally to bring down the capitalist order by continual
demands, higher wages, fewer
hours of work whose corollary
was the employment of more
workers for the same quantum
of work. A cigarette factory 16
km from the Writers Building,
the central secretariat of West
Bengal, had 2,380 workers with
119 different designations when
800 or so workmen and 10 designations were sufficient. The
trade union was honest but
unimaginably unreasonable.
Today, West Bengal is a graveyard of industry. In British
times, it was the paradise of factories. Perhaps, something similar bugs Kerala.
Communism, in fact, came
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to the State much earlier than
in Bengal where a United Front
Government was formed first in
1967. However, in Trivandrum,
a Left Front Government was
dismissed in 1960 by Indira
Gandhi as a Congress leader
with the blessing of her father.
Nevertheless, it can be said that
the genes of these States lent
their people to communism
from much earlier! Less work,
more play until they went to
work outside their States.
There is no doubt that ideologies, whether religious or
socio-political, do affect the
ethics of people who believe in
them. The theory of Max
Weber on the Protestant work
ethic is famous. The Catholics
are believed to be comparatively more easygoing than the
Protestants. There is no doubt
that communism finished
Russian civilisation.
There was another fundamental of communism that
kept people from working harder. The first was the theory of
equal needs, the second was the
complete neglect of productivity. Karl Marx and his followers
took it for granted that the capitalist economy overproduced
and wasted the excess of production over consumption.
Therefore, there was a tendency amongst Marxists to take
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7KHUHFHQW83&DELQHWH[SDQVLRQLVDQH[HUFLVH
WRVHWULJKWWKHFDVWHHTXDWLRQSHUFHSWLRQ

&

KLHI0LQLVWHU<RJL$GLW\DQDWKUHFHQWO\FDUULHGRXWD&DELQHWH[SDQVLRQWKHWKLUG
RIKLVPRQWK*RYHUQPHQW5DWKHUWKDQDGPLQLVWUDWLYHLWZDVSROLWLFDOFRP
SXOVLRQWKDWIRUFHGWKH%-3*RYHUQPHQWWRJRIRUWKHH[SDQVLRQSDUWLFXODUO\ZKHQ
WKH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQLVMXVWILYHPRQWKVDZD\,WLVDIDFWWKDWEHIRUHWKHVH0LQLVWHUV
FDQXQGHUVWDQGWKHZRUNLQJRIWKHLUGHSDUWPHQWVRUJHWIDPLOLDUZLWKRIILFLDOVWKHHOHF
WLRQQRWLILFDWLRQZRXOGEHLVVXHG7KHH[SDQVLRQLVVHHQ
DVDQDWWHPSWWREDODQFHWKHFDVWHHTXDWLRQEHFDXVH
WKH<RJL*RYHUQPHQWKDVEHHQEUDQGHGDVDQWL'DOLW
DQWL2%&DQGDQWL%UDKPLQ7KHUHIRUHDPRQJWKHQHZ
IDFHVLQWKH&DELQHWWKUHHEHORQJWR2WKHU%DFNZDUG
&DVWHV 2%&V WZR'DOLWVDQGRQHHDFKDUH67DQG
%UDKPLQ UHVSHFWLYHO\ :LWK WKLV H[SDQVLRQ WKH
VWUHQJWKRIWKH&RXQFLORI0LQLVWHUVLQ8WWDU3UDGHVK
JRHVXSWR<RJLQRZKDV&DELQHW0LQLVWHUV
QLQH0LQLVWHUVRI6WDWH LQGHSHQGHQWFKDUJH DQG
0LQLVWHUVRI6WDWH2IWKHVHWKHUHDUHXSSHUFDVWHV
 2%&V HLJKW 6&V DQG RQH HDFK IURP WKH
6FKHGXOHG7ULEHVDQG0XVOLP7KHVH0LQLVWHUVQRZUHSUHVHQWRIWKHGLVWULFWV
DQGRIIHUDGLYHUVHFDVWHERXTXHW,QWKHH[SDQVLRQWKH*RYHUQPHQWKDVDOVRWDNHQ
JUHDWFDUHRIWKHUHJLRQDOHTXDWLRQZLWKVRFLDOHQJLQHHULQJ
,WLVDOVRDQDWWHPSWWRFUHDWHKRPHJURZQOHDGHUVKLSDPRQJWKHPDUJLQDOLVHGFDVWHV
VXFKDVWKHPRVWEDFNZDUGRIWKH2%&VDQG'DOLWV7DNHWKHFDVHRI6DQMD\1LVKDGRI
WKH1,6+$'SDUW\DQDOO\RIWKH%-3,QVWHDGRIPDNLQJKLPD0LQLVWHUWKHSDUW\SUHIHUUHG
WRDSSRLQW6DQJHHWD%DOZDQW%LQGD\HDUROGZRPDQSROLWLFLDQIURPWKHULYHULQHFRP
PXQLW\DVD0LQLVWHURI6WDWH7KLVKDGKDSSHQHGHDUOLHUWRR,Q-XO\ZKLOHDSSRLQWLQJ
$SQD'DOOHDGHU$QXSUL\D3DWHODVD0LQLVWHURI6WDWHLQWKH1DUHQGUD0RGL*RYHUQPHQW
DWWKH&HQWUHWKH%-3DOVRDSSRLQWHGLWVRZQ/RN6DEKD03IURP0DKDUDMJDQM3DQNDM
&KRXGKDU\ZKRWRRLVDQ2%& .XUPL DV8QLRQ0LQLVWHU7KHVHDUFKLVRQLQWKHSDUW\
WRORRNIRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHRI2P3UDNDVK5DMEKDUDQHVWUDQJHGDOO\7KHSDUW\KDVPDGH
$QLO5DMEKDUD0LQLVWHUEXWKHGRHVQRWFDUU\WKHVDPHZHLJKWDV2P3UDNDVK$SDUWIURP
SUHIHUULQJLWVRZQOHDGHULQWKH830LQLVWU\WKH%-3DOVRDSSRLQWHGLWVODZPDNHUIURP
%DKHUL%DUHLOO\&KKDWWUDSDO*DQJZDUD.XUPL 2%& ,W·VEHLQJVHHQDVDQDWWHPSWWREDO
DQFHWKHH[LWRISDUW\YHWHUDQDQG%DUHLOO\036DQWRVK*DQJZDUIURPWKH8QLRQ*RYHUQPHQW
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Sir — With the launching of the
Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission by
PM Narendra Modi, the burden of carrying medical reports is set to be
replaced by IT-enabled tools to share
prescriptions, X-ray diagnostics and
blood test reports with doctors. It is yet
another positive step to provide a
unique health ID to every citizen in the
direction of digital healthcare. However,
inadequate public healthcare infrastructure along with a digital divide is likely
to pose challenges in India’s healthcare
transformation. In developed countries
like the US and Australia, it is already
in progress, while in the UK, it failed to
win the trust of the doctors and resolve
issues related to data privacy.
For the mission to succeed in a populous and diverse country like India, issues
like chronic shortage of doctors, poor
internet speed, absence of data protection
laws and asymmetrical relations between
healthcare services providers, doctors, hospitals, pharma companies and insurance
companies must be addressed with the
seriousness they deserve. While the rural
hospitals lack basic amenities, their urban
counterparts are dominated by corporate
hospitals governed only by the motive to
make profits. In such a scenario, how will
the Government curb the arbitrary working of such hospitals? To gain citizens’ confidence and bridge the urban-rural divide,
the system must be made more accountable to the public at large, if it is to realise
its true potential.
Vijay Singh Adhikari | Nainital
41>75B?EC3851@D8B9<<C
Sir — The festival of Diwali, which is
around the corner, is incomplete without bursting firecrackers. But, as we all
know, firecrackers pose grave health hazards. The crackers that flood the markets constitute 75 per cent saltpetre
(potassium nitrate), 15 per cent carbon,
and 10 per cent Sulphur. When lighted,
the combination of these chemicals
generates poisonous oxides. Studies
claim that during Diwali, the level of
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^X]VQhRaXRZTcTacda]TS_^[XcXRXP]=PeY^c
BX]VW BXSWdb \P]c[T ^] P R^\TSh
bW^fP[[WXbUP]bcPZTWX\U^aPY^Rd]S
_Tab^]P[Xch fW^ \XbbTb ]^ ^__^acd]Xch c^
\PZTcWT\P\dbTP]S[PdVWTeT]XUQhWXb
S^VVTaT[ 1dc R^]caPaX[h WXb cP]cad\b PaT
fT[[X]Vd_cTPabX]WXb^f]_Pachb[TPSTabWX_
VXeT]cWTfPhfPaS]TbbTg_[XRXcX]WXbPQad_c
STRXbX^]bP]SRWP]VTb^U\X]SPccWTSa^_
^UPWPcU[XTbX]cWTUPRT^UWXb_dQ[XR_Tab^]P
7Xb ^dc^UcWTQ[dT STRXbX^] c^ _dc X] WXb
_P_Tab Pb cWT ?d]YPQ ?aPSTbW 2^]VaTbb

these oxides rises more than 100 per
cent. Exposure to such chemicals is a
threat even due to storage.
Records across India show that during Diwali, the presence of suspended particles shoots up by 90-150 per cent,
which reduces visibility and causes severe
suffocation. Also the noise of firecrackers,
well beyond the threshold of human tolerance, traumatises the young, old, sick
and pets. One can no longer buy the argument of children cherishing firecrackers
as the younger generation has greater
awareness of the serious hazards the
crackers pose. In fact, in the times of
COVID-19 pandemic, bursting firecrackers is certainly not advisable given the significant relationship between air pollution
and respiratory infections. The fireworks
that lit up the night sky during Diwali may
be a feast to our eyes, but they poison the
environment and the ecosystem.
Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennai
=5<?495C>5F5B75D?<4
Sir — There may not be a moment when
somebody, somewhere is not listening to

2^\\XccTT??22RWXTUPccWXbRadRXP[Yd]R
cdaTfWT]cWT0bbT\Q[h_^[[bX]bXgBcPcTb
X]R[dSX]V?d]YPQPaTPa^d]ScWTR^a]Ta
8]TUUTRccWT2^]VaTbbWXVWR^\\P]S
Xb^]Xcbc^TbadbWX]VcWT?d]YPQT[TRcX^]b
X]RWPaVT 7PaXbW APfPc bT]X^a [TPSTa :2
ET]dV^_P[P]S2<2WPaP]YXcBX]VW2WP]]Xc^
\^[[XUhBXSWdC^adQXcX]0\PaX]STaBX]VW
P]SD]X^]7^\T<X]XbcTa0\XcBWPWWPeTP[b^
WPSPQaXTU\TTcX]VX]3T[WXbcXaaX]Vad\^dab
^UWX\Y^X]X]VcWT19?CWXbX]cTa]TRX]TQXRZ
TaX]V X] cWT 2^]VaTbb fX[[ bX\_[h cPZT P]
PSeTabT QTPaX]V ^] cWT _Pachb T[TRc^aP[
_a^b_TRcbSdaX]VcWTd_R^\X]V_^[[b>a^cW
TafXbTcWTVaP]S^[S_PachT]Y^hb\P]haTP
b^]bc^b\X[TU^aX]bcP]RTT]Y^hX]VcWTPVX
cPcX]VUPa\Tabbd__^accWTB03^]PbcXRZh
fXRZTcPSXbX]cTVaPcTS0P\0PS\X?PachP]S
cWTbXST[X]TS19?¯P_TaUTRcaTRX_TU^acWT
_PachbT[TRc^aP[bdRRTbb
0iWPa0:WP]| AP\_da

a song sung by Lata Mangeshkar. It has
been so for more than six decades. Music
fans may be divided when it comes to
choosing their favourite male singers –
some might swear by Mohammed Rafi,
others by Kishore Kumar, and some others by KJ Yesudas – but the majority of
them may pick Lata, the female voice they
want to listen to the most.
It is a blessing to have a repetition of
the same voice in the present days of modernisation where the city is devoid of trees
and nightingales and perhaps for these reasons alone god blessed the great soul, the
personification of Nightingale, the queen
of melody and a great motivator in music.
Lata’s performance, at the National
Stadium in New Delhi on the Republic
Day in 1963, in the presence of President
S Radhakrishnan and PM Jawaharlal
Nehru, had the audience in tears. We hope
you to inspire more celebrities and
awardees to follow your footsteps.
Subramaniam Iyer | Ghaziabad
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

production for granted. The
focus of the Communist was on
distribution which made the
leaders and their followers
neglect productivity and concentrate on incomes and wages.
Above all, employment of all
available was their constant
concern.
Vote-seeking politicians
did correct the neglect of agriculture. Say, West Bengal
attended to land reforms when
the Left Front came to power
in 1977. But Joseph Stalin
onwards, right until 1991, farm
produce was neglected in the
Soviet Union. Collectivisation
of farms made the peasants
enemies of all farmers, big,
medium and small.
Kerala does not produce
much food crops. It grows
proprietor-owned spices,
coconuts, rubber and so on.
And, of course, plantation
crops like tea and coffee. This
was also because there was
nothing like collectivisation in
the State.
(This is part of an ongoing
series on India making multidimensional advancement
across States and nations).
(The writer is a wellknown columnist, an author
and a former member of the
Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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KHILUVWLQSHUVRQ4XDGVXPPLWRIOHDGHUVIURP86-DSDQ$XVWUDOLD
DQG,QGLDIRFXVHGRQXVLQJWHFKQRORJ\WRNHHSWKH,QGR3DFLILFUHJLRQ
VDIHVHFXUHIDLUDQGDFFHVVLEOHZKLOHPDNLQJVLPLODUFRPPLWPHQWV
WRZDUGVFRRSHUDWLRQLQVSDFH,QPRUHZD\VWKDQRQHWKLVPDUNVDQHZ
HUDRISDUWQHUVKLSDQGQDUUDWLYHVKLIWIRUWKHJOREDORUGHUSOD\LQJRXWLQ
,QGLD·VYLFLQLW\,WPDUNVWKH86·ZLOOLQJQHVVWRVWD\UHOHYDQWLQWKH$VLDQ
UHJLRQ$XVWUDOLD·VVKLIWWRZDUGVPRUHSDUWQHUFRXQWULHVOLNH,QGLDIRUIXWXUH
JURZWKDQGUHDIILUPLQJLWVFRPPLWPHQWWRZDUGVDQ86FHQWULFIRUHLJQ
SROLF\-DSDQDQG,QGLDSOD\LQJDGHFLVLYHUROHLQVKDSLQJWKHJOREDORUGHU
/RRPLQJDJDLQVWWKLVWKHDWUHRIVWUDWHJLFSDUWQHUVKLSVDQGPXOWLODWHUDO
LVPLVWKHVKUHZGPLOLWDU\SRZHURI&KLQDZKLFKIRUFHGDOOWKHVHQDWLRQV
WRUHJURXSZLWKIUHVKHQHUJ\,IRQHZHUHWRUHDGLQWRWKH,QGLD86MRLQW

VWDWHPHQWUHOHDVHGDIWHUWKHELODWHUDOPHHWLQJEHWZHHQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU
1DUHQGUD0RGLDQG3UHVLGHQW-RH%LGHQDFOHDUGLUHFWLRQIRUWKHVWUDWH
JLFSDUWQHUVHPHUJHV7KHWZRQDWLRQVFRPPLWWHGWRHQKDQFLQJGHHS
FROODERUDWLRQVLQFULWLFDOHPHUJLQJWHFKQRORJ\VXFKDV$,VSDFHVHPL
FRQGXFWRUVF\EHUVHFXULW\*DQGXSFRPLQJQH[WJHQHUDWLRQPRELOHFRP
PXQLFDWLRQWHFKQRORJLHVEORFNFKDLQHWFDOORIZKLFKDUHFULWLFDOGUL
YHUVRIVWFHQWXU\ZRUOG7KH4XDGVWDWHPHQWPDGHLPPHGLDWHO\DIWHU
WKLVELODWHUDOEHJLQVE\UHDIILUPLQJ´WKHZD\VLQZKLFKWHFKQRORJ\LV
GHVLJQHGGHYHORSHGJRYHUQHGDQGXVHGVKRXOGEHVKDSHGE\RXUVKDUHG
GHPRFUDWLFYDOXHVDQGUHVSHFWIRUXQLYHUVDOKXPDQULJKWVµ,WIXUWKHUDGGV
WKDW4XDGPHPEHUVFRPPLWWRZDUGVµIRVWHULQJDQRSHQDFFHVVLEOHDQG
VHFXUHWHFKQRORJ\HFRV\VWHPEDVHGRQPXWXDOWUXVWDQGFRQILGHQFHµ
7KHYHUELDJHSODFHGULJKWLQWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKHVWDWHPHQWDQGWKHSULQ
FLSOHVIRFXVLQJRQ´XQLYHUVDOYDOXHVWUXVWLQWHJULW\UHVLOLHQFHIRVWHULQJ
KHDOWK\FRPSHWLWLRQDQGLQWHUQDWLRQDOFROODERUDWLRQWRDGYDQFHIURQWLHU
RIVFLHQFHDQGWHFKQRORJ\µDUHLQVRPHZD\WKHGUDIWSUHYLHZWRDZRUOG
IRUWKHQH[WFHQWXU\7KHVH4XDGQDWLRQVUHSUHVHQWLQJDTXDUWHURIWKH
KXPDQSRSXODWLRQDQG*'3KDYHHQRXJKPRQH\EHWZHHQWKHPWRWDNH
RQWKHPLJKWRIDQDVVHUWLYH&KLQDLQWKHUHJLRQ
$VVRPHSROLF\PDNHUVZLOOSRLQWRXW&KLQD·VLQFUHDVHGXQLODWHUDO
PLOLWDULVWLFDWWLWXGHSRVWOHGWRWKHUHELUWKRI4XDG&KLQDRQWKH
RQHKDQGVWDUWHGW\LQJLWVPLOLWDU\DPELWLRQVZLWKDLGGLSORPDF\ %HOW
DQG5RDG,QLWLDWLYH ZKLOHIROORZLQJDVLPLODUSULQFLSOHRIPRQRSRO\LQ
WKHHPHUJLQJWHFKQRORJ\VXFK*,WLVKHUHWKDWWKHIRXUFRXQWULHV·LQWHU
HVWVFRQYHUJHGRQVWUDWHJLFPLOLWDU\SDUWQHUVKLSV7KH4XDGVXPPLWLQ
:DVKLQJWRQODVWZHHNIRFXVHGRQWKHWKUHH&V³ &29,'&OLPDWHFKDQJH
DQGFULWLFDOWHFKQRORJLHVZLWKDQRWKHUELJ& &KLQD WKUHDWHQLQJWKHHPHUJ
LQJFRQVHQVXVLQWKH,QGR3DFLILFUHJLRQ,WZRXOGDOVREHZRUWKZKLOH
PHQWLRQLQJKHUHWKDWDIRUPDOVWDWHPHQWHPHUJLQJIURP4XDGKDVODLG
DVROLGIRXQGDWLRQIRUUHFRJQLWLRQRIWKH,QGR3DFLILFUHJLRQDVDNH\JDWH
ZD\IRUJOREDOFRRSHUDWLRQDQGGHYHORSPHQW7KH,QGR3DFLILFLVDYDVW
VWUHWFKRIRFHDQVSHSSHUHGE\VRPHRIWKHODUJHVWDQGSURVSHURXVQD
WLRQVLQWKHZRUOG7KLVLVDEROGQHZIURQWLHUIRU,QGLDZKLFKWLOODIHZ
\HDUVEDFNZDVDVLOHQWREVHUYHUWRSROLWLFDODQGHFRQRPLFJURXSLQJV
VLPLODUWR4XDG,WLVRQO\DIWHUDELWWHUPLOLWDU\VWDQGRIIZLWK&KLQDWKDW
,QGLDZDUPHGXSDQGFDPHRQERDUGWKH4XDGJURXSQHJRWLDWLRQV$QRWKHU
VLJQLILFDQWDVSHFWRIWKHPXOWLODWHUDOJURXS4XDGLVWKDWLWOD\VGRZQD
WHPSODWHIRUIXWXUHJOREDOFRRSHUDWLRQIUDPHZRUNDWELODWHUDOPXOWLODWHU
DOUHJLRQDODQGSOXULODWHUDOOHYHOV7KHODVWFHQWXU\LQWHUQDWLRQDOFROODE
RUDWLRQVZHUHGHILQHGE\VKDULQJPLOLWDU\LQWHOOLJHQFHDQGHTXLSPHQW7KH
QHZFHQWXU\KDVQHZDQGHPHUJLQJWHFKQRORJLHVWKUHDWHQLQJQRWMXVW
WKHVHDEXWDOVRVSDFH
7KHZULWHULVDSROLF\DQDO\VW7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHG
DUHSHUVRQDO

1HZDOOLDQFHLQ
WKH$VLD3DFLILF
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7KHWXVVOHEHWZHHQWKH86DQG&KLQDVHHNVDIRUPDOJDUEDIWHUWKH$8.86
ZDVIRUPHGDQGQRZWKH86ZDQWVPRUHPLFURHQJDJHPHQWVLQWKHUHJLRQ
he United States is fully engaged
in shifting its unsuccessful strategic workshop from Afghanistan
to the East. That is what Joe
Biden implied in his justification behind
the withdrawal of the US forces from
Afghanistan during the first week of this
month. Followed by this statement, Vice
President Kamala Harris visited Southeast
Asia, an indication that the US was now
permanently seeking serious engagement in the East against rapidly increasing Chinese belligerence.
The US has already made a strong
military base with a substantial number
of troops in the region since the Vietnam
War: it has amassed fifty thousand troops
in Japan, twenty-eight thousand five
hundred in South Korea and five thousand in Guam, its own small island territory in the Micronesia subregion of the
western Pacific Ocean. The presence of
the US military in the Philippines has its
own history depending upon the type of
government the latter had.
The western powers (read US) had
miserably failed to counter China from
the initial stage of its claim on the entire
South China Sea (SCS). It is a marginal
sea of the Western Pacific Ocean, deriving its name by touching the shores of
South China. China cites this as the main
reason for claiming the sea in its entirety. The SCS, rich in natural resources, has
archipelagos comprising uninhabited
islands. It is surrounded by the
Indochinese Peninsula, islands of Taiwan,
the Philippines, Brunei, Sumatra
(Indonesia) and sharing its water with the
East China Sea, via 7 Straits, namely,
Taiwan, the Philippine Sea via Luzon
Strait, the Sulu Sea via the Straits around
Palawawan, Straits of Malacca via Straits
of Singapore, Java Sea via Krimata and
Bangka Strait. Two Gulfs, the Gulf of
Thailand and the Gulf of Tonkin, are also
part of the SCS. It is a passage to one-third
of the global shipping valued at $ 3.37 trillion (2016 data). Hence the sea is touching almost all the parts of the ASEAN
countries. China has already installed
lighthouses, radars, communication facilities, hangars,and numerous other military establishments on the artificial
islands it has erected.
The geopolitical tussle between the
two powers has obtained a formal garb
after the formation of AUKUS, and the
US wants to get more micro engagement
with the powers in the region, and
empower them to protect their sovereignty. The tactic of China, though is very
clear; to engage economically with the
states and push its hidden agenda to grab
the water/land as collateral. In doing so
it also leverages its influence on the individual governments in the region to
extend its interest.
There have been formations and
activations of some geo-strategic groupings consolidating their power in the eastern part of the Indo-Pacific region. Five
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Eyes, ANZUS, Asia Pacific (now
Indo-Pacific) Quad, and now
AUKUS, are strategic groupings
formed to counter China. This is
evidenced by the changing terminology from Asia-Pacific to IndoPacific and the subsequent formation of QUAD which in its last
meeting in March affirmed the
rules-based maritime order in the
East and the SCS under the “The
Spirit of the Quad,”. It was a clear
message to China’s belligerence
and its aggressive manoeuvres in
the region.
Australia has gained a mixed
image among the Oceanic and
Southeast Asian countries as it is
located in the middle of the smaller nations. The Oz never showed
enthusiasm in terms of engaging
itself inclusively among smaller
states and there have been
instances it bullied one or two on
some petty issues and till recently it had bonhomie with the PRE
under Prime Minister Tony
Abbots.
China went ahead and invested heavily among the oceanic tiny
states creating an economic corridor primarily aimed at making
these countries debt-ridden and
flooding them with Chinese industrial products. Completely oblivious to Chinese growth in the
region, Australia increased its
trade with China and gradually
China emerged as its largest twoway trading partner in goods and
services accounting for nearly one
third (31 percent) of its global
trade till 1999 according to a website of the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade of Australia. This
continues till today. Not content
with bilateral trade, China grew its
influence on Australia’s media and

higher education system and to
some extent its defense and strategic establishment as well.
The relationship between the
two countries deteriorated primarily because China started interfering in the domestic affairs of
Australia and continued creating
fear in and bulldozing smaller
nations having a direct stake in the
SCS i.e., the Philippines, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia, and
Taiwan. The major grouping in the
region, the ten- member ASEAN,
could not muster one voice against
Chinese aggression and undue
interference.
It is estimated that the sea has
more than 11 billion barrels of
deposit of oil and 190 trillioncubic feet of natural gas. These are
the two treasures in the sea that the
Dragon has brought under its
control and claims the entire sea
after antagonizing and thwarting
other claimants. The Philippines,
one of the largest losers in the
immediate region went to the
International Court of Justice
against Chinese grabbing of its
legitimate territory, and it also
received favourable verdict under
UN Convention of the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS) However, China
disputed the ruling, saying that the
ICJ had no say in the matter. On
the other hand, other countries like
Indonesia and Malaysia kept conveying their grievances to China
from time to time. The overall scenario is that the ASEAN is a silent
spectator in the region. It was left
to Australia to make a move.
Now AUKUS (Australia, UK,
and the USA) is viewed by experts
of international relations as an
attempt to create a solid power bloc
in the Indo-Pacific purely target-

ing China. However, the implications of a strong militarily
equipped Australia will be far and
bring their defense and strategic
setup into immediate focus. The
recent AUKUS deal will empower Royal Australian Navy with the
nuclear-powered submarine.
Though the submarine is not a
nuclear weapon it can be equipped
with them, and accordingly, can
have wide ramifications in the
region. Unlike the conventional
submarine, the new nuclear-powered submarine technology offered
to Australia will be far ahead in
terms of speed, storage of weapons,
durability under the depth of the
sea, etc.
It is not that the United States
had always gone to the various corners of the world on invitation. But
AUKUS is a genuine case in which
Australia had voiced its insecurity with regard to the South China
Sea and made easy American
intervention in the region by way
of the trilateral alliance. Not only
is it meant to ward off Chinese belligerence in the South China Sea,
but an attempt to tell the world that
US-led military alliances still
remain relevant.AUKUS is completely in line with President
Biden’s promise not to allow China
to dominate any region of the
world till he was in office.
Not only have the defense
expenditures of ASEAN countries not expanded despite getting
their doors knocked by China at
an alarming rate, ASEAN countries do have numerous maritime
disputes among themselves.
AUKUS,while augmenting western military presence there, also
provide the ASEAN nations with
a sense of security from China.
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he recent devastating
flash floods and landslides in Lahaul Spiti
and Kinnaur in Himachal
Pradesh have once again compelled the locals to agitate
against the high-handed policies of the Union and State
Governments of constructing
dozens of power projects on
river basins to generate electricity.
Kinnaur has some of the
biggest hydel projects including the 1,000 MW Karcham
Wangtoo and 300 MW Baspa
project which has disturbed
the ecology of the region.
Protesting villagers holding
banners, “Save Kinnaur: No
means No” have made it clear
that they would not allow the
construction of the proposed
804 MW Jangi Thopan hydel
project. Social and cultural
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organisations, panchayati raj
institutions and mahilamandals have come forward to
register protest environmental degradation, especially
through hydel power generation.
According to experts,
India accounts for about 18
per cent of the total global
fatalities due to landslides in
Uttarakhand, Himachal
Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir
and Ladakh. This region has
witnessed over 65 per cent of
the landslides in the country
followed by the North-eastern
Himalayas and the Western
Ghats.
Traditionally, rain and
earthquakes are known to
cause a large movement of
rock, soil and debris, but the
construction of roads and
buildings, mining and

hydropower projects are now
increasingly destabilising
slopes, making them more
susceptible to slippage.
Experts have cautioned that
the tribal districts of Kinnaur
and Lahaul Spiti are eco-fragile and setting up of power
projects there may prove disastrous for the entire region.
They pointed out that
Uttarakhand too has experienced the adverse effects of
power projects where landslides and flash floods are a

normal occurrence now. More
than 16 mega and 30 micro
power projects have been
proposed in Lahaul Spiti on
the banks of Chenab and
other rivers. These power
projects will also result in the
melting of glaciers at a faster
pace.
Till now, the toll in rainrelated incidents since June 13
climbed to 381, and more
than 55 persons have lost
their lives in 39 landslides
during this monsoon season.
The maximum casualties were
reported in Kinnaur (38) followed by Kangra (10), Solan
(two) and Shimla (three) and
Lahaul and Spiti (one each).
As per the data shared by the
Disaster Management Cell of
the Revenue Department, 16
slides occurred in Lahaul and
Spiti district, five each took

place in Mandi and Shimla,
three each in Solan, Kinnaur
and Chamba while two landslides occurred in Sirmaur
and Kangra districts. The
major slides included one at
Nugalsari in Kinnaur district
on August 11 in which 28 persons lost their lives while 13
sustained injuries. Massive
boulders triggered by landslide hit a Tempo Traveller
killing nine persons and injuring three near Batseri village
on Sangla-Chitkul road in
Kinnaur on July 25.
Another reason for environmental degradation in the
hills is due to the construction
of roads and highways which,
ironically, are necessity.
According to KK Kapila,
President
Emeritus,
International
Road
Federation, “While planning

the repair of affected areas in
the hills, it needs to be
remembered that the outer
and lesser Himalayas comprised unstable strata owing to
the young folded mountains
and these sections have very
weak to poorly cemented sedimentary rocks that lack
inherent strength”. The construction of roads, dams, and
other infrastructure in such
ranges and strata, regardless of
extreme precautions and environment-friendly techniques
that are least invasive, does
not guarantee adequate protection to the foundation or
the slopes; blasting, which is
used as a faster and economical method of infrastructure
construction, and should be
avoided, he added.
Unfortunately, India is
still short of a robust mecha-

nism to respond in advance to
natural disasters such as landslides and flash floods. It
explains so many casualties
due to these disasters. India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), DG, Dr Mrutyunjay
Mohapatra says “There has
been some progress in providing flash flood data since last
year after the department
inked a collaboration with the
US based Hydrological
Research Centre and World
Meteorological Organisation”.
Some baby steps have been
also been taken on landslide
forecasting.
The Government need to
invest more on the research
projects in universities which
may lead to making the forecasting of landslides and flood
floods possible and prevent
the loss of life and property.
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enior Pentagon officials said
on Wednesday the collapse
of the Afghan Government
and its security forces in August
could be traced to a 2020 US
agreement with the Taliban
that promised a complete US
troop withdrawal.
Gen. Frank McKenzie, the
head of Central Command,
told the House Armed Services
Committee that once the US
troop presence was pushed
below 2,500 as part of President
Joe Biden’s decision in April to
complete a total withdrawal by
September, the unraveling of
the US-backed Afghan
Government accelerated.
“The signing of the Doha
agreement had a really pernicious effect on the government
of Afghanistan and on its military — psychological more
than anything else, but we set
a date-certain for when we
were going to leave and when
they could expect all
assistance to end,” McKenzie
said.
He was referring to a Feb.
29, 2020, agreement that the
Trump administration signed
with the Taliban in Doha,
Qatar, in which the US
promised to fully withdraw its
troops by May 2021 and the
Taliban committed to several
conditions, including stopping
attacks on American and coalition forces. The stated objective
was to promote a peace negotiation between the Taliban
and the Afghan Government,
but that diplomatic effort never
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gained traction before Biden
took office in January.
McKenzie said he also had
believed “for quite a while” that
if the United States reduced the
number of its military advisers
in Afghanistan below 2,500, the
Kabul Government inevitably
would collapse “and that the
military would follow.” He said
in addition to the moraledepleting effects of the Doha
agreement, the troop reduction
ordered by Biden in April was
“the other nail in the coffin” for
the 20-year war effort because
it blinded the US military to
conditions inside the Afghan
army, “because our advisers
were no longer down there
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he Taliban on Thursday
T
ordered their fighters to
leave private homes they had
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with those units.”
Defence Secretary Lloyd
Austin, testifying alongside
McKenzie, said he agreed with
McKenzie’s analysis. He added
that the Doha agreement also
committed the United States to
ending airstrikes against the
Taliban, “so the Taliban got
stronger, they increased their
offensive operations against
the Afghan security forces,
and the Afghans were losing a
lot of people on a weekly basis.”
Wednesday’s hearing was
politically charged, with
Republicans seeking to cast
Biden as wrongheaded on
Afghanistan, and Democrats
pointing to what they called ill-

advised decisions during the
Trump years.
Gen. Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, had said a day earlier in
a similar hearing in the Senate
that the war in Afghanistan was
a “strategic failure,” and he
repeated that on Wednesday.
Milley told the Senate
committee, when pressed
Tuesday, that it had been his
personal opinion that at least
2,500 US troops were needed to
guard against a collapse of the
Kabul government and a return
to Taliban rule.
Defying US intelligence
assessments, the Afghan
Government and its US-trained
army collapsed in mid-August,
allowing the Taliban, which
had ruled the country from
1996 to 2001, to capture Kabul
with what Milley described as
a couple of hundred men on
motorcycles, without a shot
being fired. That triggered a
frantic US effort to evacuate
American civilians, Afghan
allies and others from Kabul
airport.
This week’s House and
Senate hearings marked the
start of what is likely to be an
extended congressional review
of the US failures in
Afghanistan, after years of limited congressional oversight of
the war and the hundreds of
billions of taxpayer dollars it
consumed.

taken over during last month’s
blitz when the group seized
control of Afghanistan, an
apparent effort to impose order
among Taliban ranks.
Meanwhile, in the capital of
Kabul, the Taliban fired shots
to disperse a women’s rally
demanding equal rights while
the regional chief for the
International Federation of the
Red Cross warned that
Afghanistan was sliding into a
deep “major humanitarian cri-

sis” with the coming
winter and severe financial
shortfalls.
The order by Taliban
Prime Minister Hasan Akhund
followed recent public statements by Taliban officials hinting at plans to improve organisation and marshal fighters. It
said Taliban members belonging to the militant group’s
defense, interior and intelligence agencies who are living
in private homes need to
“report back to military bases”
across the country.
In recent weeks, the
Taliban abandoned their traditional, civilian dress and

donned military fatigues to
project an air of authority.
Bilal Karimi, a Taliban security official, confirmed the directive to The Associated Press.
The Afghan army abandoned most of its positions or
surrendered to the Taliban
during the August blitz, allowing Taliban fighters to take over
military bases as well.
In Kabul on Thursday, the
Taliban fired shots to disperse
a small rally of six women outside a local school, demanding
equal rights to education. They
confiscated posters held by the
women that read: “Do not
burn our books!”

well-known Sikh ‘hakeem’
(Unani medicine practitioner) was shot dead by
unidentified gunmen inside
his clinic on Thursday in
Pakistan’s northwestern city of
Peshawar, police said.
‘Hakeem’ Sardar Satnam
Singh (Khalsa), 45, was at his clinic when attackers barged into his
cabin and opened fire at him,
police said. Singh, who received
four bullets, died instantly, they
said. The killers managed to
escape from the crime scene.
Police team rushed to the
site and encircled the area to
nab the culprits. The reason
behind the murder was not
ascertained yet. No one immediately claimed responsibility
for the attack.
Singh, a well-known figure
in the Sikh community, was
running
his
clinic
‘Dharmandar Pharmacy’ on
Charsadda Road in Peshawar,
the capital of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province. He
had been living in the city for
the past 20 years.
About 15,000 Sikhs live in
Peshawar, mostly in the Jogan
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thiopia said on Thursday it
is kicking out seven United
E
Nations officials whom it
accused of “meddling” in the
country’s internal affairs, as
pressure grows on the
Government over its deadly
blockade of its Tigray region.
The expulsions are the most
dramatic move yet by Ethiopia’s
government to restrict humanitarian access to the region of 6
million people after nearly a
year of war. The UN has been
increasingly outspoken as the
flow of medical supplies, food
and fuel has been brought to a
near-halt for weeks.
A Foreign Ministry statement said the officials must
leave Ethiopia within 72 hours.
They include five people with
the UN humanitarian agency,
one with the UN human rights
office and the UNICEF repre-
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rench ex-President Nicolas
Sarkozy was convicted and
sentenced to a year of house
arrest Thursday for illegal campaign financing of his unsuccessful 2012 reelection bid.
The court will allow him to
serve the sentence at home by
wearing an electronic monitoring bracelet.
Sarkozy, France’s president
from 2007 to 2012, had vigorously denied wrongdoing during the trial in May and June.
He can appeal the decision,
which would suspend the sentence.
Sarkozy wasn’t present at
the Paris court for the ruling.
He was accused of having spent
almost twice the maximum
legal amount of 22.5 million
euros ($27.5 million) on the
reelection bid that he lost to
Socialist Francois Hollande.
The court stated that
Sarkozy “knew” the legal limit
was at stake and “voluntarily”
failed to supervise additional
expenses.
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votes to spare.
All this on a day that
should be a win for Biden and
his party with Congress poised
to quickly usher through legislation to keep government
running past Thursday’s fiscal
yearend deadline and avert a
federal shutdown that had been
threatened by Republican
blockades.
“Step by step,” Pelosi said at
the Capitol, suggesting a deal
with Biden was within reach.

London: Britain’s senior-most
police officer apologised on
Thursday after a serving
Scotland Yard officer was sentenced to a whole life sentence
without chance of parole for the
brutal rape and murder of a
female victim.
Metropolitan
Police
Commissioner Cressida Dick
said Wayne Couzens, who was
found guilty of killing 33-yearold Sarah Everard, had “brought
shame” on the police force by
abusing his “position of trust”.
The Old Bailey court in
London heard how Couzens,
48, used Covid-19 lockdown
laws to wrongfully arrest
Everard on her way back from
a friend’s home in London in
March, before handcuffing her
and driving her off in his car.
“I am absolutely horrified
that this man used his position
of trust to deceive and coerce
Sarah and I know you all are
too... What he did was unthinkable and appalling,” Cressida
Dick read out in her statement.
after his sentencing.
PTI
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ith President Joe Biden’s
Government overhaul at
stake, Democrats charged into
trouble on Thursday as a
promised vote on the first
piece, a slimmer $1 trillion
public works Bill, faltered amid
stalled talks on his more
ambitious package.
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi assembled her leadership
team for an early morning
meeting and emerged determined to push ahead, strike a
deal with Biden and avoid
what would be a high-profile
setback if voting on the public
works bill fails or has to
be scrapped.
Democrats are deeply at
odds with trust torn, as progressive lawmakers threaten
to withhold votes on the roadsand-bridges infrastructure bill
they view as insufficient unless
it is paired with Biden’s broader vision. In the narrowly controlled House, Pelosi has no

Shah neighborhood of the
provincial capital. Most of the
Sikh community members in
Peshawar are involved in business, while some also run pharmacies. The police is investigating the matter from different angles and possibility of terrorism is also being probed.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Chief Minister Mahmood
Khan strongly condemned the
killing of Singh and directed
the police to take immediate
steps arrest the killers.
In 2018, Charanjit Singh, a
prominent Sikh community
member, was killed by
unknown men in Peshawar.
Similarly, news channel anchor
Ravinder Singh was killed in
2020 in the city. In 2016,
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf
National Assembly member
Soren Singh was killed in
Peshawar.
According to the 2017 census, Hindus constitute the
largest religious minority in
Pakistan. Christians make up
the second largest religious
minority. The Ahmadis, Sikhs
and Parsis are also among the
notable religious minorities in
Pakistan.
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sentative in the country. The
statement did not give details
of their alleged interference.
A spokesman for the UN
humanitarian agency did not
immediately comment. Foreign
ministry spokesman Dina
Mufti did not immediately
respond to a request for details.
The UN humanitarian chief,
Martin Griffiths, this week told
The Associated Press that the crisis in Ethiopia is a “stain on our
conscience” as children and
others starve to death in the
Tigray region under what the
UN has called a de facto
Government blockade.
It was one of the most
sharply worded criticisms yet of
the world’s worst hunger crisis
in a decade after nearly a year
of war in the countr y.
Memories of the 1980s famine
in Ethiopia, which killed some
1 million people and whose
images shocked the world, are

vivid in his mind, “and we fervently hope is not happening at
present,” Griffiths said.
The AP last week, citing
witness accounts and internal
documents, reported the first
star vation deaths since
Ethiopia’s government imposed
the blockade in June in an
attempt to keep support from
reaching Tigray forces, who
have been fighting its soldiers
and allied forces since
November. Thousands of people have died in the conflict.
Ethiopia’s Government has
accused humanitarian workers
of supporting the Tigray forces,
which aid workers have denied.
Earlier, it suspended the operations of two major international aid groups — Doctors
Without Borders and the
Nor wegian
Refugee
Committee — accusing them
of spreading “misinformation”
about the war.
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Dhaka: An international repof ethnic Rohingya
""'\Z]]VUZ_cZ`e resentative
refugees was shot to death in a
Quito: Ecuador’s President has
declared a state of emergency
in the prison system following
a battle among gang members
in a coastal lockup that killed
at least 116 people and injured
80 in what authorities say was
the worst prison bloodbath
ever in the country.
Officials said at least five of
the dead were found to have
been beheaded.
President Guillermo Lasso
decreed a state of emergency on
Wednesday, which will give the
Government powers that
include deploying police and
soldiers inside prisons. The
order came a day after bloodshed at the Litoral penitentiary
in Guayaquil that officials
blamed on gangs linked to
international drug cartels fighting for control of the facility.
Lasso, visibly moved by the
carnage, said at a news conference that what had happened in
the prison was “bad and sad.” He
also said he could not guarantee that authorities had regained
control of the lockup.
AP

camp in Bangladesh by
unknown gunmen late on
Wednesday, police said.
Mohibullah, who is in his
40s, was a teacher who emerged
as a key refugee leader and a
spokesman representing the
Muslim ethnic group in international meetings. He visited
the White House in 2019 for a
meeting on religious freedom
with then-President Donald
Trump and spoke about the suffering and persecution faced by
Rohingya in Myanmar.
That same year, he was bitterly criticised by Bangladeshi
media after he led a massive rally
of 2,00,000 refugees to mark the
second anniversary of the crackdown by Myanmar’s military
that caused about 7,00,000
Rohingya, including Mohibullah,
to flee to neighboring Bangladesh.
The unidentified attackers
shot Mohibullah at the
Kutupalong refugee camp at
Ukhiya in Cox’s Bazar district,
said Naimul Haque, an commander of the Armed Police
Battalion in Cox’s Bazar. AP
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srael and Bahrain cemented
their year-old agreement to
establish diplomatic ties on
Thursday, with the king of the
small Gulf Arab state hosting
Israel’s Foreign Minister who for
the first time opened an embassy
in the capital of Manama.
Israeli Foreign Minister
Yair Lapid met with King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa on
the same day as the first direct
flight from Manama touched
down in Tel Aviv. The top
Israeli diplomat later called

I

the visit “warm and optimistic.”
Bahrain’s carrier Gulf Air
was met at Ben Gurion
International Airport with a
water salute and a ribbon-cutting ceremony.
The festivities reinforced
the accord between Israel and
the island nation, one of four
Arab states that signed onto the
US-brokered
“Abraham
Accords.” Lapid has already visited the United Arab Emirates
and Morocco and opened
Israel’s diplomatic offices in
those two countries since he
became foreign minister in June.

During his meeting with
Lapid, King Hamad hailed the
normalisation agreement as a
“historical achievement on the
road to just and lasting peace in
the Middle East,” state-run
Bahrain News Agency reported.
“The launch of the first
flight brings new and exciting
opportunities between our
countries and allows our peoples to finally meet and build
connections that will create a
brighter future,” said
Undersecretary of Bahrain
Civil Aviation Affair,
Mohammed Thamir Al Kaabi.
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ospitals across Bosnia are
again filling with Covid-19
H
patients gasping for air, and the
country’s pandemic death toll
is rising. Yet vaccination sites
are mostly empty and unused
coronavirus vaccines are fast
approaching
their
expiration dates.
When the European Union
launched its mass vaccination
campaign, non-member
Bosnia struggled along with
most other Balkan nations to
get supplies. By late spring,
however, hundreds of thou-

sands of doses started pouring
into the country.
But after an initial rush of
people clamoring to get jabbed,
demand for shots quickly
slowed. It is now down to a
trickle even though Bosnia has
Europe’s highest coronavirus
mortality rate at 4.5%, according to Johns Hopkins
University data.
Dr. Edin Drljevic, an infectious disease specialist at one of
Bosnia’s largest hospitals, in
Sarajevo, thinks the disconnect
is partly a result of authorities
failing to properly promote
vaccination against Covid-19.
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duction climbed by 9.1 per cent
and electricity generation was
up by 15.3 per cent.
However, crude oil production declined by 2.3 per
cent in August year-on-year.
Fertilisers production too
slipped by 3.1 per cent.
The growth rate of these
infrastructure industries during
April-August 2021-22 stood at
19.3 per cent, as against a contraction of 17.3 per cent in the
year-ago period.
Meanwhile, the final
growth rate of the Index of
Eight Core Industries for May
2021 has been revised downwards to 16.4 per cent from the
earlier estimate of 16.8 per
cent.
PTI

Mumbai: India produced 179
more super-rich people this
year led by Adani Group's
Gautam Adani who amassed a
whopping wealth of C 3,65,700
crore or more than C1,000
crore daily, and the number of
such individuals has crossed
the 1,000-mark.
Geographically, five more
cities are home to super-rich
taking the total number of
super-rich cities to 119 and
these 1,007 individuals cumulatively added 51 per cent more
wealth in 2021. The average
wealth increased by 25 per
cent this year that also saw the
livelihoods of thousands of
people being hit by the coronavirus pandemic.
According to the Hurun
India-IIFL Wealth rich list

published on Thursday, there
are 1,007 people -- 13 of them
with more than Rs 1 lakh crore
of wealth -- in the country with
over C1,000 crore wealth.
The tenth Hurun India
rich list has Mukesh Ambani
topping it for the 10th year in
a row with Rs 7,18,000 crore
wealth -- only 9 per cent up
over 2020 -- followed by the
Adani family with C 5,05,900
crore, up 261 per cent from
C1,40,200 crore, making him
also the second richest Asian,
earning C 1,000 crore a day over
the last year or C 3,65,700
crore in the year.
Third in the list is Shiv
Nadar & family of HCL with
C2,36,600 crore, up 67 per
cent, followed by the SP
Hinduja & family with Rs

2,20,000 crore up 53 per cent,
LN Mittal & Family of
ArcelorMittal with Rs 1,74,400
crore up 187 per cent and
Cyrus Poonawalla & family at
the sixth slot with Rs 1,63,700
crore, which is up 74 per cent.
Anas Rahman Junaid,
managing director of Hurun
India, said the wealth calculation is up to September 15,
2021. He also said the last
decade saw the number of the
rich jumping 10 times from just
under 100 in 2011 to 1,007 this
year. At this rate, over the next
five years, I expect the list to
grow to 3,000 individuals and
the country adding another 250
dollar billionaires over the next
five years and rival the US within a decade, he added.
The top ten list has four

New Delhi: The output of
eight core sectors grew by 11.6
per cent in August, mainly
due to an uptick in the production of cement, coal, and
natural gas, official data showed
on Thursday.
The eight infrastructure
sectors of coal, crude oil, natural gas, refinery products,
fertilisers, steel, cement and
electricity had contracted by 6.9
per cent in August 2020 due to
the nationwide lockdown
imposed to control the spread
of Covid-19.
The eight core industries
comprise 40.27 per cent of the
weight of items included in the
Index of Industrial Production
(IIP).

According to the commerce and industry ministry
data, the production of coal,
natural gas, refinery products,
steel, cement and electricity
increased in August 2021 over
the corresponding period of
last year.
On the other hand, output
of crude oil and fertiliser industries declined.
Production of both coal
and natural gas increased by
20.6 per cent in August 2021
over the same month of the
previous year.
The output of cement sector rose 36.3 per cent and that
of steel by 5.1 per cent in
August 2021 on a yearly basis.
Petroleum refinery pro-
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entral Government's digital India initiative,
C
Common Ser vice Centre

New Delhi: Union minister
Nitin Gadkari on Thursday
said that the government will
make it mandatory for all vehicle manufacturers to make
flex-fuel engines, after it gets
permission from the Supreme
Court.
Flex-fuel, or flexible fuel,
is an alternative fuel made of a
combination of gasoline and
methanol or ethanol.
Addressing the annual
session of industry body
PHDCCI, Gadkari further said
that the government is working
to develop an ethanol economy.
"We are going to make it
mandatory for all vehicle manufacturers to make flex-fuel
engines (that can run on more
than one fuel)," the road transport and highways minister
said. The minister cited examples of Brazil, Canada and the
USA, where most automobile
companies manufacture flexfuel engines vehicles.
"We have submitted an
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(CSC) on Thursday said it will
work in close coordination
with Bharatnet custodian
BBNL in connecting rural
India with broadband network.
Common Service Centre
(CSC) at present has around 4
lakh common service centres
that provide government services to people in rural India
like Pradhan Mantri Aawaas
Yojana, toilet scheme, farmers
related policies, etc.
''Common Service Centre
(CSC) , which has a network of
around 4 lakh VLEs (village
level entrepreneurs`) mainly
serving rural India, has been
providing various government
services to the masses and
maintenance of BharatNet rural
broadband is one of them. We
are working in close coordination with Bharatnet custodian
BBNL in connecting rural
India with a robust broadband
network,'' Common Service
Centre (CSC) said in a statement.
Responding to reports,
Common Service Centre also
said that the organisation has
not made any proposal to buy
any stake in BBNL.
"We have not submitted
any proposal to the central
Government to buy stake in
BBNL. Common Ser vice
Centre (CSC) has not submitted any proposal either to the
Ministry of Telecom or the
PMO as mentioned in a certain
quarters for purchase of stake
in the BBNL,'' the statement
said.

affidavit in the Supreme Court.
When we get the permission of
the Supreme Court, then we
will make it mandatory for all
vehicle manufacturers to make
flex-fuel engines," Gadkari
added.
Gadkari suggested that the
military should ban the use of
diesel engine vehicles and use
trucks which run on LNG,
CNG and ethanol.
The minister pointed out
that ethanol is much cheaper
than petrol and diesel.
Noting that the government is working to develop the
ethanol economy, he said, "450
factories have shown interest in
manufacturing ethanol.
Stressing that there is a
need to switch to indigenous
fuels, the minister said that the
government is working to
make the automobile industry
a Rs 15-lakh-crore worth
industry that will offer additional employment to around
1 crore people in India. PTI

New Delhi: Union Labour and
Employment
Minister
Bhupender Yadav on Thursday
launched DigiSaksham, a digital skills programme to
enhance the employability of
youth by imparting digital
skills that are required in an
increasingly technology driven era.
This joint initiative with
Microsoft india is an extension
of the Government's ongoing
programmes to support the
youth from rural and semiurban areas, a labour ministry
statement said.
Through DigiSaksham
initiative, free of cost training
in digital skills including basic
skills as well as advance computing will be provided to
more than 3 lakh youths in the
first year.

Jobseekers can access the
training through National
Career Service (NCS) Portal.
The initiative gives priority to the job-seekers of semi
urban areas belonging to disadvantaged communities,
including those who have lost
their jobs due to Covid-19
pandemic.
Speaking at the launch, the
Union minister said that with
fast paced technology up gradations, constant skilling,
reskilling and up-skilling is a
must. Under the DigiSaksham
initiative, there will be basically three types of training viz,
Digital Skills - self paced learning, VILT mode training (virtual instructor led) and ILT
mode training (instructor led),
the statement said.
The ILT training which is

17,618.15.
PowerGrid was the top
loser in the Sensex pack, shedding around 3 per cent, followed by Asian Paints, Axis
Bank, Kotak Bank, Bajaj Auto,
SBI and M&M.
On the other hand, Bajaj
Finserv, Bajaj Finance, NTPC,
Sun Pharma and HUL were
among the gainers.
According to traders,
expiry of monthly futures and

adding 39 to take the number
to 167 and Bengaluru with 85,
adding 18 more in the year.
According to Junaid, over
the past decade, the rich-listers
have cumulatively added Rs
2,020 crore per day-- making it
the fastest wealth creation in
the country. More interestingly, 13 individuals are worth
more than Rs 1 lakh crore each
and eight of them were made
in the reporting year only.
Of the 1,007, rich, 237 are
dollar billionaires, up 59 from
last year, and four times in the
past decade. Sectorally, pharma topped the list with 40
super-rich, led by the
Poonawallas, followed by
chemicals and petrochemicals
with 27 and software minting
22 dollar billionaires.
PTI
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New Delhi: The Government
on Thursday hiked by 62 per
cent the price of natural gas that
is used to produce electricity,
make fertilisers and turned

into CNG to use as fuel in automobiles and cooking gas for
household kitchens.
This is the first increase in
rates since April 2019 and
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Mumbai: Sliding for the third
straight day, equity benchmark
Sensex dropped 287 points on
Thursday amid losses in index
majors Reliance Industries,
Infosys and ICICI Bank as
monthly derivatives expired.
After a volatile session, the
30-share BSE index ended
286.91 points or 0.48 per cent
lower at 59,126.36. Similarly,
the NSE Nifty declined 93.15
points or 0.53 per cent to

in person training would be
conducted at the Model Career
Centres (MCCs) and National
Career Service Centres (NCSC)
for SCs/STs across the country.
Through this initiative,
nearly one crore active jobseekers registered on National
Career Service (NCS) Portal
will be able to access training
in areas like Java Script, Data
Visualisation, Advance Excel,
Power Bi, HTML, programming languages, software
development fundamentals,
introduction to coding, etc,
equipping them with the skills
required in a digital economy,
the statement said.
DigiSaksham will be
implemented in the field by
Aga Khan Rural Support
Programme India (AKRSP-I).
PTI

new faces, led by steel tycoon
Lakshmi
Mittal
of
ArcelorMittal,
Kumar
Mangalam Birla of the Aditya
Birla Group, along with
California based Jay Chaudhry
of cloud computing and cyber
security firm Zscaler.
Among the women, the
third generation Godrej family member Smita V Crishna is
the richest woman in the list
with Rs 31,300 crore (down 3
per cent), followed by Kiran
Mazumdar-Shaw (who is also
the richest self-made woman in
the list) with Rs 28,200 crore,
down 11 per cent.
Mumbai justifies its name
as the financial capital being
home to 255 of the 1,007 superrich creating 38 more in the
year, followed by capital by

options (F&O) contracts
induced volatility during the
session.
"Indian markets started
mixed following mixed Asian
markets cues as China official
data shows unexpected contraction in factory activity.
During the afternoon session, markets scaled back to
trade in green due to buying in
consumer durables, realty and
telecom stocks," said Narendra
Solanki, Head- Equity Research
(Fundamental), Anand Rathi.
Further, traders took
solace from Commerce
Minister's statement that India
and the US should engage in a
much bigger way and New
Delhi is ready to expand the
economic partnership with the
US, Solanki added.
Elsewhere in Asia, bourses in Shanghai and Seoul ended
with gains, while Hong Kong
and Tokyo were in the red.

Exchanges in Europe were
largely trading with gains in the
afternoon session.
Meanwhile, international
oil benchmark Brent crude
rose 0.24 per cent to USD
78.28 per barrel. PTI

comes on back of firming
benchmark international prices
but does not reflect the spurt in
spot or current price of liquefied natural gas witnessed dur-

he Indian rupee on
Thursday dropped anothT
er 9 paise to mark its lowest
closing level in over five weeks
at 74.23 against the US currency, amid risk averse sentiments and foreign fund outflows. At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
opened on a negative note at
74.28 per dollar as against its

from fields given to stateowned ONGC and OIL will be
USD 2.90 per million British
thermal unit for the six-month
period beginning April 1. PTI
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ing the last couple of weeks.
The oil ministr y's
Petroleum Planning and
Analysis Cell (PPAC) said the
rates paid for gas produced

previous close of 74.14.
It hovered in the range of
74.18 to 74.36 per dollar during the day before ending at
74.23 against the American
currency - also registering its
fifth straight session loss.
The domestic unit has lost
59 paise in the last five trading sessions. On a monthly
basis, the rupee fell by 123
paise in September against
the greenback.
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Aiding tech-savvy boomers
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n 2021, technology and adaptation
have become intrinsic to having a
higher quality of life. Senior citizens
can now upload prescriptions, speak
to doctors, and stay in touch with family and friends at the touch of a button. However, these small adaptations
are only beginning to scratch the surface of what technology can do for
senior living.
This may sound dramatic, but it’s
not an overstatement — senior citizens
as a whole community have been
among the slowest to adopt new technology, and unlike other branches of
the industry, senior living or eldercare
as it is referred to in India has not historically been pushed by its customer
base to adopt a better tech, largely due
to the small user base and a largely
fragmented service offered by players,
most of them with simple band-aid
solutions to existing pain points.
That’s a problem. Senior-care providers
can only deliver on wellness to the
extent that they’re able to get a complete view of their clients to make decisions based on the whole person.
But the tides are turning. As tech
companies recognise the huge potential to transform the $740 billion
senior-care market and tech-savvy
boomers enter retirement in growing
numbers, the stage is set for a total
industry revamp.
The big hurdle most technologies
that can make a difference to senior
living face now is unifying their many
siloed systems. While we are capturing data from multiple devices, these
technologies aren’t talking to each
other - EHRs, for example, that don’t
take to a calendar system or medical
records systems. More importantly
where is all this data going? The need

time alone and unsupervised in their
homes. This is especially problematic
for seniors with neuro degenerative
conditions, who were already falling
twice as often as seniors without
dementia.
As we look ahead to 2022, fall prevention will continue to be a top concern in senior living. More often than
not, this is a sentinel event that
changes the course of life. To help solve
this challenge, an AI-enabled sensor
and beacon system to detect falls of
individuals with dementia is set up. It
will result in up to 40 per cent fewer
falls and up to a 80 per cent reduction
in fall-related ER visits.
What is often lost in the in this
maze of technology innovation is the
need to develop and implement tech
that makes an actual difference in daily
living, whether it’s improving the
quality in performing activities of
daily living (ADL’s) or restoring the
dignity to seniors in the entire caregiver-care receiver interaction. This is
something that not much attention has
been given to so far. A big issue with
the pre-baby boomer generation is the
reluctance or inability to tech adoption.
Trying to force adoption through
wearable health devices, trackers, and
so on, seldom achieve the desired outcomes. Technology will have to be
seamlessly woven into their lives to
make a credible difference; another
important case can be seen in the
instance of adult incontinence. This
affects nearly 51 per cent of seniors
aged 65 and older, and the only existing solution has been invasive surgeries
or adult diapers to navigate daily living. If we could create a sensor-based
patch that can record and communicate, in advance, that an individual’s
bladder or bowels are full, it would
restore agency to both the individual
and their caregiver.
Hence, it is vital to develop nonintrusive tech that can dramatically
improve the quality of life and restore
dignity in later life living, monitor
client health, and deliver better care.
(The author is the founder and
CEO of Welldercare, lifestyle as
service retirement model for
senior living.)
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for a robust data analytics platform
that is training an AI /ML engine to
create patterns and detect anomalies
is critical.
IOT will play a big role in creating meaningful solutions to later life
living — devices that can detect sleep
patterns, resting and variable heart
rates through embedded chips in mattresses to co-relate it with day-time
data, that is being non-intrusively
being captured, can help clinicians and
care companies make better decisions and improve overall health.
Devices that help with navigation for
those affected with diabetes related
partial or complete blindness,
equipped with embedded triple layer
chip designs with gyros and sensors,
can change the quality of life dramatically.
Since the start of the pandemic,
there has been a 20 per cent increase
in falls for seniors living in unsupervised conditions. With social distancing guidelines in effect and a limit on
visitors, seniors are spending more
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itness is a buzzword nowadays, and we live in an age
F
where everyone wants to be fit.
A lot of Indians are hitting the
gym with an aim of gaining
well-toned muscles and a lean
six-pack, apart from staying fit
and maintaining a healthy
weight. With information freely
available on the internet, people
are also adopting various types
of diets. To act as a catalyst, various fitness apps on your phone,
fitness bands, health start-ups
and other technologies have
been driving the market.
However, just because
someone looks fit on the outside, does it mean that the person is healthy on the inside, too?
Fitness and health, though
closely associated and often
used synonymously, should not
be confused to be the same.
Even if you are fit, you may not
be healthy.
The
World
Health
Organisation (WHO) defines
health as a state of physical,
mental, and social well-being,
and not only merely the absence
of disease or infirmity.
A slim and muscular body
signifies that a person is physically fit. However, if the person
is eating lots of unhealthy food
and burning calories with a
disciplined exercise regime to
maintain their physique, or
being a chain smoker or consuming high levels of alcohol, is
not an indicator of good health.
Too much exercise is also
not good for the body as it may
lead to injuries, exhaustion,
depression and anxiety, apart
from possible cardiac arrhythmias or sudden cardiac arrest.
So how often should one
workout? Studies have shown

that 30 minutes of
moderate aerobic
physical activity
each day, totaling a
minimum of 150
minutes of moderate exercise each
week with one day’s
break, or a minimum of
75 minutes of intense exercise
each week is ideal. Moderate aerobic exercise includes activities
such as brisk walking or swimming. Vigorous aerobic exercise
includes activities such as running and aerobic dancing.
Strength training can include use
of weight machines, your own
body weight, or activities such as
rock climbing or trekking.
Even in patients with preexisting heart diseases, regular
exercise is extremely important. Apart from making heart
muscles stronger, it may also
help patients become more
active without chest pain or
other symptoms. Exercise helps
lower down the blood pressure,
lower blood cholesterol levels,
control blood sugar, and in
reducing weight, thereby, controlling most major risk factors

associated with heart
diseases.
Along with regular physical exercises,
nutrition plays an
extremely important
role in having a
healthy heart. Healthy
food choices can reduce
your risk of heart disease, heart
attack and stroke, as well as food
related risk actors like obesity,
high blood pressure and uncontrolled diabetes.
If one is planning a healthy
diet, one must have fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts and
seeds which are low in saturated fat and sodium. Also, cutting
back on unhealthy food is one
of the essential things one will
need to do as they are filled with
many kinds of preservatives,
added sugars and are high in salt
content.
A regular exercise routine
along with a healthy diet can
substantially reduce the risk of
developing heart diseases.
(The author is the consultant and head of Accident &
Emergency department at
Global Hospital, Mumbai.)
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hen it comes to companies
adopting a mobile-first
W
approach, they are essentially shaping
their business model to be more userfriendly. And why not? The smartphone penetration rate in India stood
at 54 per cent in 2020, and it is expected to reach 96 per cent by 2040. With
the increased use of mobile phones
across the country, they have become
the go-to tools for almost everything,
right from ordering food to managing
your business and personal data.
Mobile phones are the future.
Small businesses are shifting their data
management model to a mobile-first
one, and the reasons are simple — the
on-the-go availability and reduced
expenses.
Different cases of mobile-first
data management usage are:
Customer Management
It’s a no-brainer that providing
users with a personalised experience
will help businesses improve customer retention. To analyse the
insights, small business owners need
to collect customer data such as
demographics, gender, age, and behavior, to name a few. The tool that’s currently used to manage customer data
is a CRM (customer relationship management) portal.
However, most CRMs are expensive and small businesses would want
to avoid this extra expenditure.
Moreover, they are desktop-optimised.
Since sales representatives are always
on the move, it might not be an efficient option to write it manually and
upload it on the CRM later. A mobilefirst approach to add, edit and access
customer details will be pretty handy.
In addition, businesses might have
to invest a lot of time in training their
employees to use CRMs as the learning curve for such portals can be steep.
Therefore, CRMs are not viable for
small businesses with a lower customer-base of a few hundred.
With innovation and tech advancements, companies are engineering a
better customer experience, maintaining good user retention. Many of
them have switched to a mobile CRM,
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Inventory management
Inventory is managed in large
warehouses where accessing a computer to make regular updates is difficult.
These systems are inefficient and
increase your work. With them, it is
impossible to go paperless, and the
dependency on the labour rises, too.
Moreover, the inventory visibility and
editing are restricted as it is not possible to access it on the go.
A mobile-first inventory management
system
lets
employees/employers add, edit and
manage stock value in a centralised
cloud-based system. Employees can
feed the data directly into the spreadsheet-based tools while walking
around the warehouse with smartphones in their hands.
which works on spreadsheets.
Finance management
Financial management is one of
the main avenues to succeed, especially when it comes to small businesses.
Effective management of finances
helps the business owners build a better financial future, thus, keeping
them afloat in the market.
From cash flow management to
incomes and expenses, businesses have
to calculate everything. Many companies use ERP (enterprise resource
planning) tools to come up with
insights. However, such products usually require software experts and
affording one can be tricky for small
businesses.
These tools cannot be operated on
the go, and only a limited number of
users can be accommodated. Therefore,
several small companies started
employing easy-to-use spreadsheet
tools. Not only are they mobile-friendly, multiple associates can also work on

them simultaneously.
With mobile-based tools, small
businesses can eliminate the need to
place certain employees in front of the
computer to know the changing database. A mobile-first approach enables
the round-the-clock availability of
businesses.
Employee management
Digital tools are built to make life
easier. And since everyone has a
smartphone in their pockets today,
employee management software solutions are the staple that companies use.
From attendance to tracking
employee hours, multiple managers
must have access to real-time oversight. And a mobile-first attendance
management system does just that.
Many companies are using
spreadsheet tools that can be accessible to multiple stakeholders at once,
thus, massively reducing the time,
effort, and cost associated with
employee management.
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Conclusion
From cutting costs and enhancing
productivity to high revenues and
effective employee management, this
is the basic checklist for any company to survive and thrive. However,
doing all of this and competing against
larger companies is another uphill task
for small companies.
Digitalising data management
using the mobile-first approach is one
revolutionary process that will enable
small businesses to stay afloat in the
competition. In today’s time, mobility should be considered a key strategy for handling the company — be it
streamlining various processes or
effective time management. All in all,
adopting a mobile-first strategy will
enable small business owners to transform their business and make it userfriendly and more efficient.
(The author is the co-founder
and CEO of Lio, a mobile application
that simplifies the process of recording
and data management.)
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A well-rounded potion
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t was a rainy day and we were cursing our luck because of all the days
when we could have left our trusty
umbrella at home, it had to be on the day
that it rained.
We were at Khan Market, New Delhi,
and we had our back to wall, quite literally, as we sought shelter from the sudden
downpour beneath one of the many
recesses that are spread across the sprawling marketplace. As our stomach grumbled for some much-needed grub after all
that aimless walking around, we spotted
a recess which stood out among the hustle and bustle.
Green Mantis, announced the humble signage. Since we respect research, we
did some quick reading on the place before
we stepped in. And from what we read, the
establishment was declared as ‘a pan-Asian
restaurant unlike any other’. Well, we
chanced upon some glowing reviews and
had to verify whether the place was
worth the hype, first-hand.
In hindsight, if it was not raining we
would not have gained admission so easily, as it would have been hard to find an
unreserved table. However, we were in
without much hassle and it was only after
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we were done figuratively gallivanting
across the cuisines of several countries that
we came to appreciate how the rain waylaid our plans. Goes to show that at times
what might seem like an inconvenience,
is probably the universe conspiring for you.
But that’s enough of beating around the
bush, and on to the ‘plant-forward fare’ that
we were treated to.
As soon as we sat down, the diligent
staff brought out a platter full of chana
crackers and an assortment of various
freshly-made sambals. We scratched our
head for a bit, since we had barely sat down
and had not ordered anything, before proceeding to sample each one of them. That
is when the establishment’s partner, chef
and co-founder, Honey Piyush Mishra
appeared right on cue to explain that serving the crackers and sambals is a custom
they religiously follow with every patron,
encouraging us to try each one out.
While the sambal is traditionally an
Oriental hot relish, Green Mantis had
some desi alternatives too. Along with the
delectable Sambal olec and somewhat chili
Sambal balado, we also partook of the sambals that were based in black peas (this was
overloaded with garlic) and sweet onion.

our lifestyle has evolved and it is time your diet
catches up too. Fast-paced lifestyle and stressY
ful situations impact one’s health and heart conditions. It is an open fact that stress, inactive lifestyle
and poor diets are a major cause of heart-related diseases. Today, cardiovascular diseases have become
a rising concern for people.
To restrain these circumstances, it is highly
essential to be health-conscious and preserve one’s
health. A health-conscious consumer not only lives
a wellness-oriented lifestyle but also makes proactive choices on a daily basis. Take the first step by
making healthy choices and consuming healthy
food. While it is crucial to be conscious of the food
you consume and cook, the most important thing
is to be able to choose the right oil. Whether it is
sautéing, deep-frying, shallow-frying, or grilling, oil
is one of the most common and essential ingredients used in cooking.
Why is choosing the right oil important?
Edible oils are a source of fat but too much of
the wrong kind can lead to risk of heart disease.
Today, though there are a wide variety of oils available in the market, not all are known to promote
heart health. However, it is widely accepted that olive
oil and rice bran oil have some assured benefits. Let
us examine why.
Olive oil is extracted from olives and is rich in
healthy monounsaturated fats. It contains large
amounts of antioxidants, which reduces the risk of
many diseases. Olive oil has strong anti-inflammatory properties, It contains nutrients that fight
inflammation. It lowers blood pressure, protects
‘bad’ LDL cholesterol particles from oxidation, and
improves the function of blood vessels.

We highly recommend the Sambal olec, as
we felt it goes with everything you order
from the establishment.
Mishra set the ball rolling with
Laphings. We know what you are thinking, that word conjures some really spicy
memories from Majnu Ka Tila, right? But
these looked, and tasted, starkly different
from the ones we were used to cautious-
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Several studies demonstrate that olive oil provides heart health benefits such as favourable effects
on cholesterol regulation.
Rice bran oil is extracted from the outer bran
or husk of rice grains. It has a high smoke point and
is useful for high-heat cooking. Rice bran oil is a
good source of Vitamin E, Vitamin K, and good fats
like polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats.
Consuming these unsaturated fats can improve
blood cholesterol levels, which can decrease the risk
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ly eating. These were cold mung bean rolls,
with peanuts, tomatoes and chili sauce. Yes,
it was chili, but to an extent that we could
bear, and relish. We scarfed the whole lot
in no time, and we bet you would not be
able to restrain yourself from doing the
same.
Moving on, we were served three variants of dim sums. Once again, Sambal olec
went really well with each one of them. The
pan-seared Pumpkin pot sticker was our hot
favoourite, with its curried pumpkin and
cream cheese overwhelming our palate
with its rich flavours. Simply munching on
them felt like a gross injustice, hence we
took our time with the dumplings, allowing each one to melt in our mouth slowly after the initial bite. The assorted
Mushroom dumplings and Ginger shiitake
gyoza were also worth mentioning, with
their respective distinct flavours. But they
were no match for the Pumpkin pot stickers.
Along with the main course, Mishra
alsa sat at our table, enquiring how good
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of heart disease.
Several studies have proved that rice bran oil
has oryzanol and is effective in lowering cholesterol.
This effect may be due to the high concentration
of Vitamin E in rice bran oil. Besides this, rice bran
oil also helps lower blood pressure and is effective
against high blood sugar
Owing to various number of benefits, a blend
of olive oil and rice bran oil is perfect for everyday
cooking for people who believe in adopting a proac-
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the food was. Well, we were busy stuffing
ourselves, which served as an appropriate
response, to his delight. As we helped ourselves to the Indonesian Rendang Bao, our
conversation drifted to the cosy setting that
we were seated in. Mishra shared that
when they sat down with the proprietors
of the place to discuss the possibilities of
the establishment, they were not open to
the idea that the restaurant’s menu would
be primarily plant-based. However, they
relented, and are now reaping the rewards.
“Yes, we took a bold risk. The entire
idea was to be a little different from other
pan-Asian establishments. We did not
want to play with hot and sour soup or
manchurian, for that matter. We don't do
any of that, all our dimsums are absolutely different from what you would get anywhere else. We play with the flavours and
while taking inspiration from other
cuisines, we have come up with our own
distinct taste. Go on and help yourself to
the Rendang Bao, how does it taste? Let me
tell you, it tastes a lot different back home,”
expressed Mishra.
To the unwary, the dish might almost
seem like chicken. Similarly, he cautioned
us that some dishes are not vegan, like the
Vegan ‘scallop’ motoyaki, which contained
some mozzarella cheese. However, we had
no such reservations and did not have to
tread carefully with the dish made of king
oyster mushrooms.

tive approach and are concerned about their heart
health:
YIt contains essential fatty acids along with linoleic acid- scientifically known for preventing and treating diseases of the heart and blood vessels.
YIt has an extremely high smoke point that makes
it excellent for frying and deep frying. This prevents
fatty acid breakdown at high temperatures, thus
making food healthier.
YIt contains oryzanol, a powerful natural antioxidant that protects against heart disease by maintaining optimum cholesterol levels (reducing LDL and
increasing HDL).
YIt gives the combined benefits of both Rice bran
oil and Olive oil in one bottle. Rice bran oil has been
proved to be the best oil for blending due to its nutrient composition and olive oil provides heart health
benefits that prevents buildup of cardiovascular diseases.
YIt can also help prevent other lifestyle conditions
such as diabetes and obesity.
With the current times, the eating patterns tend
to keep changing and upgrading. Hence, it is fundamental to choose the right oil that widely contributes to the body’s nutritional needs in the right
manner. According to nutritionists and cooking
experts, a healthy multisource cooking oil provides
the combined nutrients and boosts immunity
which keeps you active throughout the day.
So,before you fall prey to cardiovascular disease, it’s
time to take a proactive approach to prevent your
heart health by making the right choice.
(The author is the joint MD of Modi Naturals,
a leading FMCG company in the healthy cooking
oil sector in India.)

rom being a source of antioxidants,
F
flavonoids and phytonutrients to an all-inone health booster, green tea has a wide range
of benefits. One of the most widely consumed
beverages worldwide, it is mainly recommended for health and fitness purposes.
Nowadays, it comes in a variety of flavours.
One of the most popular and beneficial is
honey and lime green tea.
A blend of green tea, tangy lemon and the
sweetness of honey, the distinctive aroma and
pleasant taste of this variant of green tea is
refreshing. When lemon and honey are taken
together, they act as a natural detoxifier while
green tea helps in improving gut health. It
encourages the growth of good bacteria in the
gut, which reduces the risk of obesity.
Listed below are some lesser-known benefits of consuming honey and lemon green tea
every day:
Immunity-booster: A zesty drink, lemon
honey green tea is good nutrition packed in a
cup. The benefits of a few cups of green tea not
only keeps you in shape and adds a glow to
your skin but also boosts immunity, which is
very important in these times. Both green tea
and lemon contain antioxidants that are helpful in removing radicals and eventually boosting your immune system. You can also add ginger, black pepper for added benefits.
Weight loss: Both the ingredients increase
metabolism in a short period of time and help
lose weight. It specifically helps reduce fat
around the abdominal area when consumed
regularly. So, you can drink green tea not just
for a healthy gut and skin but also to lose
weight.
Healthy heart: Green tea, along with all
other benefits, also helps keep the heart
healthy. One may wonder, how is that? Well,
green tea helps control cholesterol. High cholesterol can result in a stroke or a fatal heart
disease, but green tea lowers cholesterol level
in the body and keeps it under control.
Healthy skin: The consumption of green
tea with honey and lemon exterminates toxins in the body, replacing it with.beneficial minerals and vitamins. Rich in antioxidants,
honey and lime green tea helps renew skin cells
and makes your skin look younger and glowing, while preventing acne breakouts.
Green tea comes with loads of advantages; all you have to do is make it part of
your routine. Incorporating it into your diet
is a lifestyle change that can lead to lifelong
well-being.
(The author is the founder & director at
Cosmic Nutracos, parent company of Gaia.)
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hennai Super Kings
produced a convincing
performance against
Sunrisers Hyderabad to maintain their remarkable consistency this season and sail into
the Indian Premier League
play-offs here on Thursday.
The bowlers, led by Josh
Hazlewood (3/24) and
Dwayne Bravo (2/17), restricted SRH to 134 for seven after
M S Dhoni opted to bowl first
on a slow surface.
Chasing the total, in-form
openers Ruturaj Gaikwad (45
off 38) and Faf du Plessis (41
off 36) shared a sublime 75run stand to give CSK an ideal
start.
A mini collapse in the
middle overs made the chase
interesting before CSK got the
job done in 19.4 overs with
Dhoni (14 not out off 11) hitting the winning six and bringing back memories of his heydays.
The three-time former
champions thus ended the
chase, scoring 139 for four, for
a convincing six-wicket win.
With their fourth win in as
many games since the tournament's resumption, CSK
showed not making the playoffs last season was just a blip
in their successful IPL history.
The Sharjah pitch, which
produced high-scoring games
last year, has been a complete
contrast this season with its
slow nature making stroke
making difficult.
Batting in the second
innings got easier with the fast-
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rising Gaikwad displaying
supreme skills. The confidence with which he played
star SRH spinner Rashid Khan
was most impressive.
He charged down the
track on Rashid's second ball
and dispatched it for a straight
six. He also used his feet well
against left-arm spinner
Abhishek Sharma for another
crisp boundary.
Du Plessis too hit some
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BCCI DELIGHTED WITH IPL VIEWERSHIP
1228 bTRaTcPah 9Ph BWPW Xb ^eTafWT[\TS fXcW CE
eXTfTabWX_ X] cWT ^]V^X]V 8]SXP] ?aT\XTa ;TPVdT P]S
cWP]ZTSUP]bU^acWTXabd__^acc^cWTc^da]P\T]cfWXRW
WPbfXc]TbbTSPSXbad_cX^]TPa[XTacWXbhTPa^fX]Vc^cWT
2>E83 (_P]ST\XRCWT8?;!! fPb_^bc_^]TSX]
<PhSdTc^bTeTaP[2>E83RPbTbX]bXSTcWTc^da]P\T]c³b
QX^QdQQ[TX]8]SXP
CWTbTR^]S[TV^UcWTTeT]cbcPacTSX]cWTD04cWXb
\^]cW P]S WPb bTT] P Va^fX]V X]cTaTbc P\^]V UP]b
[TPSX]Vc^P]X]RaTPbTX]eXTfTabWX_°8P\ST[XVWcTSc^
bWPaT cWPc 8?;!!  R^]cX]dTb c^ aTVXbcTa bXV]XUXRP]c
Va^fcW X] eXTfTabWX_ 2WPac fXcW d_fPaSb caT]S) "'
\X[[X^]CEeXTfTabcX[[\PcRW"$ !\X[[X^]\^aTcWP]
!!PccWTbP\TbcPVTCWP]Zh^dTeTah^]T8cfX[[^][h
VTc\^aTTgRXcX]VUa^\WTaT^]/8?;/BcPaB_^acb8]SXP
/1228±BWPWcfTTcTSCWT8?;XbQTX]VcT[TRPbc[XeT^]
BcPaB_^acbX]8]SXP

AIBA PROMISES TO CLEAN UP HOUSE

<^aT cWP]  Q^dcb X] cWT ! % AX^ >[h\_XRb Q^gX]V
R^\_TcXcX^] fTaT \P]X_d[PcTS U^a °\^]Th± P]S ^cWTa
°_TaRTXeTS QT]TUXcb± P] X]ST_T]ST]c X]eTbcXVPcX^] WPb
aTeTP[TS_a^\_cX]VcWT8]cTa]PcX^]P[1^gX]V0bb^RXPcX^]
0810 c^ _a^\XbT P °c^dVW± bT[TRcX^] _a^RTbb U^a
aTUTaTTb P]S YdSVTb Pc cWT d_R^\X]V \T]³b f^a[S
RWP\_X^]bWX_
CWTUXabc_WPbTaT_^ac^UcWT<R;PaT]6[^QP[B_^ac
B^[dcX^]b³X]ST_T]ST]cX]eTbcXVPcX^]X]c^Q^gX]VfWXRW
fPb PRRTbbTS Qh ?C8 WPb QTT] WP]STS c^ 0810 P]S
aTeTP[TScWPc°PbhbcT\U^acWT\P]X_d[PcX^]^UQ^dcbQh
^UUXRXP[bTgXbcTSPcAX^±8]P[[ #Q^dcbRP\Td]STacWT
bRP]]TaX]R[dSX]Vcf^UX]P[b°8cfPbPR^\_[TcTaTeTabP[
^UBP]cP2[PdbT³b\hcW^UcWT]PdVWchP]ScWT]XRT

VERMA EXITS IN FIRST ROUND WC FINAL

0RT8]SXP]R^\_^d]SPaRWTa0QWXbWTZETa\PT]SdaTSP
aPaT \TSP[[Tbb ^dcX]V Pc F^a[S 2d_ 5X]P[ Pb WT fT]c
S^f]c^TeT]cdP[bX[eTafX]]Ta1aPST]6T[[T]cWXT]^UcWT
DB0X]WXbUXabca^d]S\PcRWWTaT0UcTaP`dXTcbcPaccWT
0\TaXRP]f^a[S]d\QTaU^daUXaTSX]UXeT_TaUTRc bX]
Pa^f[TPeX]VcWT8]SXP]c^_[PhPRPcRWd_VP\TQTU^aT
[^bX]VQhU^da_^X]cb #! #%
CWT! #0bXP]6P\TbV^[S\TSP[[XbcETa\PfW^
`dP[XUXTSPUcTafX]]X]VcWTcWXaSbcPVT^UcWTF^a[S2d_X]
?PaXbWPSf^]PbX[eTaX]cWT! $TSXcX^]8]WXb_aTeX^db
F^a[S2d_5X]P[P__TPaP]RTX]! 'ETa\PWPSR[X]RWTS
P] X]SXeXSdP[ Qa^]iT P]S P bX[eTa fXcW 9h^cWX BdaTZWP
ET]]P\X]\XgTS_PXaTeT]c0[[ThTbf^d[S]^fQT^]
cWTbcPaR^d_[T^U3TT_XZP:d\PaXP]S0cP]d3PbfW^fX[[
QTVX]cWTXaaTb_TRcXeTRP\_PXV]b[PcTa^]CWdabSPh

12 INDIANS MAKE FINALS OF JWC

CfT[eT 8]SXP] bW^^cTab `dP[XUXTS U^a cWT UX]P[ a^d]S X]
cWTXaaTb_TRcXeTTeT]cb^]cWT^_T]X]VSPh^UcWT9d]X^a
F^a[S2WP\_X^]bWX_X];X\P?Tad@dP[XUXRPcX^]a^d]Sb
^U bXg X]SXeXSdP[ TeT]cb P[[ >[h\_XR SXbRX_[X]Tb c^^Z
_[PRT^]^]FTS]TbSPhP]ScWTUX]P[bPaTbRWTSd[TSc^
QT WT[S [PcTa ^] CWdabSPh fWTaT 8]SXP Xb Tg_TRcTS c^
UTcRWPc[TPbcU^daV^[S\TSP[bX]cWTR^aaTb_^]SX]VcTP\
TeT]cbAdSaP]ZZbW ?PcX[ 3WP]dbW BaXZP]cW P]S ?PPacW
<PZWXYP\PSTXcc^cWTYd]X^a\T]³b \0XaAXU[TUX]P[b
fXcWbR^aTb^U%"!%!(%P]S%!(!aTb_TRcXeT[hX]cWT
`dP[XUXRPcX^] a^d]S UX]XbWX]V ^eTaP[[ bTR^]S cWXaS P]S
U^dacW fXcW c^_ TXVWc \PZX]V cWT Rdc BX\X[Pa[h X] cWT
Yd]X^af^\T]³b \0XaAXU[TTeT]c<TWd[X6W^bW[TSP
caX^^U8]SXP]bX]c^cWTUX]P[b

cracking boundaries before
falling to a tired shot.
From a commanding 103
for one, CSK slumped to 108
for four, making the dressing
room slightly nervous.
However, Ambati Rayudu
(17 not off 13) avoided a tense
finish for his team with a six
and four off Bhuvneswar
Kumar in the 19th over. M S
Dhoni remained unbeaten at
the other end.
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Mandhana’s career-best
80 not out had elegance writStenmriti
all over it as the Indian
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women’s cricket team reached
132 for 1 at tea during a rain-hit
stop-start second session on
the first day of the one-off
Day/Night Test against Australia
here.
Mandhana, who peppered
the off-side field repeatedly with
some gorgeous shots to reach 80
off 144 balls with 15 boundaries,
added 93 for the opening stand
with Shafali Verma (31 off 64
balls), who played the second
fiddle during their partnership
Most of the second session’s
play was washed out but
Mandhana added another 16
runs to surpass her previous best
of 78.
She pulled Tahlia McGrath
for a six over deep square leg and
also carted the same bowler over
mid-wicket for a boundary.
Giving her company is
Punam Raut (16 batting,
57 balls) and they have
added 39 runs for the
unbroken second
wicket stand.
The Australian
team’s decision to field
first after laying a
green strip for the
visitors did seem to
have backfired as
Mandhana
attacked them
straightaway
during the
first hour of
play.
In fact, it
was a case of

lofted straight drive that
cleared the ropes comfortably.
His opening partner Jason
Roy fell cheaply, caught behind
off Josh Hazlewood as he went
for a wild slog.
Skipper Kane Williamson
struck two fours in his run-aball 11 before he was trapped
in front by Dwayne Bravo with
a full ball that swung away
slightly to thud into the New
Zealander's pads.
SRH were left reeling at 74
for four after a well-set Saha
top-edged one off Ravindra
Jadeja to be caught by Dhoni.
SRH, who reached 97 for
four in 15 overs, badly needed a final flourish in the last
five overs.
Abdul Samad (18 off 14)
and Abhishek Sharma (18 off
13) hit a few sensational
shots before Hazlewood
removed them in the 17th
over. CSK were brilliant in the
death overs conceding only
37 runs.

role reversal which perhaps
caught the Australians off-guard
as Shafali was more intent on
playing a defensive game while
her senior partner attacked with
great gusto.
Debutant Darcie Brown got
some special punishment as
Mandhana hit her for a number
of boundaries both on the offside as well as a few whip shots
on the leg-side.
Ellyse Perry also took a few
overs to find the right length.
The elegant Indian left-hander
reached her run-a-ball fifty in no
time with a cover drive of
McGrath.
Whenever Mandhana
bisected between point and
cover or cover or mid-off, it was
the most pleasant sight.
In case of Shafali, she did hit
four boundaries but also looked
a bit scratchy and offered a couple of chances — one to Meg
Lanning in the slips which was
a reflex catch and the other to
A n n a b e l
Sutherland stationed at mid-on.
Finally she
was gone trying to
hit left-arm spinner
Sophie Molineux
against the turn and
offered a sitter to
McGrath at mid-off.
Brief Scores:
India 1st Innings
132/1 in 44 overs
( S m r i t i
Mandhana 80
batting, Shafali
Verma
31;
S o p h i e
Molineux 1/18)
vs Australia.
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n angry Ravichandran Ashwin on
A
Thursday asked Eoin Morgan and
Tim Southee to not use “derogatory”
words and lecture him on ‘Spirit of
Cricket’ by taking a moral high ground
after their on-field bust-up over an extra
run during an IPL game.
During Tuesday’s IPL match
between Delhi Capitals and Kolkata
Knight Riders, Ashwin tried to take a run
after a throw from the deep by Rahul
Tripathi had ricocheted off his partner
Rishabh Pant’s body.
Morgan and Ashwin then had an
altercation with the England white-ball
skipper calling the Indian a “disgrace” and
accusing him of not adhering to the ‘Spirit
of Cricket’ despite MCC rules allowing
runs after rebound from a batsman’s

body.
England were also awarded
four runs after a throw from the
deep had rebounded off Ben Stokes’
bat during the 2019 World Cup
final, and the umpire had signalled overthrows, leading to
their title triumph. On
Tuesday, after Ashwin was
dismissed by fast bowler
Southee, the bowler had
apparently rebuked the
senior India star by saying,
“That’s what happens when
you cheat”.
Soon Ashwin was seen
charging towards Morgan and
Southee, prompting Dinesh
Karthik to intervene and douse
the fire. In a series of tweets,
Ashwin clarified his stand and

made it clear that he would again run
if the ball hit a fielder’s body.
“1. I turned to run the moment
I saw the fielder throw and dint
(didn’t) know the ball had hit
Rishabh. 2. Will I run if I
see it!? Of course I will and
I am allowed to. 3. Am I
a disgrace like Morgan
said I was? Of course
NOT,” Ashwin said. He
then told Morgan and
Southee that ‘Spirit of
Cricket’ can’t be different strokes for different
folks. “Did I fight? No, I
stood up for myself and
that’s what my teachers
and parents taught me to do
and pls (please) teach your
children to stand up for

themselves.
“Morgan or Southee’s world of cricket they can choose and stick to what they
believe is right or wrong but do not have
the right to take a moral high ground and
use words that are derogatory,” he further
wrote. Ashwin is not liking that people
have got down to passing judgements
because of this incident.
“What’s even more surprising is the
fact that people are discussing this and
also trying to talk about who is the good
and bad person here!”
The Indian off-spinner with 400plus Test scalps then said that all ‘Old
School’ proponents of the gentleman’s
game should allow different perspectives
to co exist.
“There are millions of cricketers with
several thought processes that play this
great game to make it their careers, teach
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upinderpal Singh and
Birendra Lakra, two memR
bers of the Indian mens hockey
team that won a bronze medal in
the Tokyo Olympics, have decided to hang up their sticks, calling
time on an illustrious career as
the Indian team remains on a
break after the Olympics due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Drag flicker and defender
Rupinderpal made the
announcement first and Lakra
followed suit. Both Rupinder
and Birendra were brought back
into the team in the last two years
after a couple of ye’r’s gap. They
played a stellar role in Tokyo,
helping the team win an Olympic
medal in hockey after a gap of
four decades.
The indian team was to participate in the Asian Champions
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Trophybut that was postponed
due to the pandemic. The players also seem to have realised that
they have achieved all the major
things that the sport has to offer.
Their decision will impact the
Indian team as it loses two key
defenders.
Rupinder, who made his
international debut in 2010,
scored four goals in the Olympics

and was the second-highest goalscorer in the team. Overall, he has
scored 119 goals in 223 senior
international matches. After a
break in 2018-19, the lanky dragflicker made a strong comeback
in the 2020 Olympic Qualifiers
and scored his first hat-trick
since the 2018 Asian Games.
Lakra was the joint vice-captain of the team at the Tokyo

Olympics and a key defender.
Lakra has represented India in
201 matches, scoring 10 goals.
A product of SAIL Hockey
Academy Rourkela, Lakra has
represented India at the 2009
Youth Olympic Festival held in
Sydney, the 2009 Junior World
Cup, the 2010 SAAF Games in
Dhaka, and the 2011 Champions
Challenge tournament in South
Africa.
Having progressed through
the ranks, Lakra made his debut
for the senior national team in the
2010 South Asian Games and has
been part of India’s various memorable moments such as the
2014 Asian Games glory, bronze
medal feat in the World League
Final 2015 in Raipur, silver
medal-winning campaign at the
2014 Commonwealth Gam’s and
FIH Men’s Series Finals
Bhubaneswar Odisha 2019.
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ristiano Ronaldo removed his
Manchester United jersey, flexed his
muscular physique and soaked in the
acclaim of the fans after his winning goal
in the fifth minute of stoppage time. Not
a bad way for the Portugal superstar to
mark another record-breaking night in
the Champions League.
On his record 178th appearance in
the competition, Ronaldo made his most
decisive intervention with virtually the last
kick of the game at Old Trafford to complete United’s dramatic comeback in a 21 victory over Villarreal on Wednesday.
After winning a header from a hopeful cross into the area, Ronaldo showed
his sprightliness at the age of 36 by then
reacting to a loose ball after a touch by
substitute Jesse Lingard and shooting
underneath Villarreal goalkeeper
Geronimo Rulli from a narrow angle. “It’s
just what he has done throughout his
career,” United manager Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer said.
“He is so strong mentally. He stays
in the game. I have seen him all day, the
way he has worked, built himself up for
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ormer Indian wicketkeeper
F
Vijay Dahiya was on
Thursday named head coach of
the Uttar Pradesh cricket team.
Uttar Pradesh Cricket
Association (UPCA) made the
announcement via social media.
“We look forward to a fantastic journey for achieving all
our dreams under his proven
mentorship,” UPCA tweeted.
Dahiya has coached Delhi in
the past and in the IPL, he has
been assistant coach with Kolkata
Knight Riders and Delhi
Capitals. The 48-year-old played
two Tests and 19 ODIs for India.

this game and how focused he has been.
“And when he gets that one
chance, it’s a goal.” Old Trafford erupted, with sprint great Usain Bolt —
draped in a red-and-white United
scarf — among the home supporters
celebrating as chants of “Viva Ronaldo”

them that an extra run taken due to a
poor throw aimed to get you out can
make your career and an extra yard stolen
by the non striker can break your career,”
he wrote. He also requested people to not
judge on the basis of on-field cricketing
decisions, saying that all those who criticise are the ones who have made a living out of it.
“Do not confuse them by telling
them that you will be termed a good person if you refuse the run or warn the non
striker, because all these people who are
terming you good or bad have already
made a living or they are doing what it
takes to be successful elsewhere.”
“Give your heart and soul on the
field and play within the rules of the game
and shake your hands once the game is
over. The above is the only ‘spirit of the
game’ I understand,” he said.
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atar will host a Formula One
race for the first time in
Q
November and for 10 years from
2023.
Qatar takes the remaining slot
left vacant on this year’s reshuffled
calendar. The race will start under
floodlights at 6 p.M. Local time on
Nov. 21 at the Losail International
Circuit.
As the 20th of 22 races this season, it will be followed by the inaugural Saudi Arabian GP in Jeddah
on Dec. 5 and the season-ending
Abu Dhabi GP on Dec. 12.
“There was a strong will from
Qatar to be helpful to F1, and in the
course of this process, the vision for
a longer partnership was discussed
and agreed,” F1 said in a statement
on Thursday.
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DOPING COSTS WEIGHTLIFTER KOSTOVA
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Earlier, SRH innings never
got the momentum it needed.
Wriddhiman Saha played
some delightful shots in his 46ball 44 but the majority of the
SRH batsmen struggled to get
going.
Saha's two sixes off
Deepak Chahar in third over
were the highlight of his
innings. The first one was a
hoick over midwicket and the
second one was more like a
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swept around the stadium.
It was Ronaldo’s fifth goal in five
games since joining from Juventus for a
second spell at United, and definitely his
most important.
Oh, and make that 136 goals in the
Champions League — a record, naturally. That Ronaldo had a quiet game, by his
standards, might get overlooked because
of his late goal.
“A true mark of a very, very good finisher that he keeps calm when the chance
arrives,” Solskjaer said. Where would
Solskjaer be without Ronaldo? It was
looking like another chastening result for
the Norwegian coach, who was starting
to come under pressure with United having started Group F with a shocking 2-1
loss at Swiss outsider Young Boys and
then losing back-to-back games at Old
Trafford on the domestic front — one in
the Premier League and another to get
eliminated from the English League Cup.
Villarreal looked like handing United
a second straight group loss by going in
front in the 53rd through Paco Alcacer,
who poked in a finish through the legs of
United goalkeeper David De Gea following a cross by Arnaut Danjuma.

“The vision for F1 to be the
showcase for Qatar after the (soccer) World Cup in 2022 was the driving force.”
There will not be a race in Qatar
next year because of the World Cup
so the 10-year deal starts the following year.
The 5.4-kilometer (3.4-mile)
circuit, which holds 8,000 fans, is
north of Doha and has hosted the
MotoGP series since 2004.
It is not yet clear whether Losail
will continue to host F1 from 2023,
as the circuit will need to be altered,
so there is a strong possibility
another location could be chosen.
F1 said only that it was in discussions.
The cancellation of the
Japanese GP set for Oct. 10 amid t
he government’s coronavirus concerns triggered off changes.
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anveer
Singh
on
Thursday was named as
R
the National Basketball
Association (NBA) brand
ambassador for India. The
Bollywood star says he has
loved basketball and the NBA since childhood.
“I have loved basketball and the NBA since
my childhood and have always been fascinated with its influence on popular culture
including music, fashion and entertainment,”
said Ranveer. In this capacity, Ranveer will
work with the NBA to help grow the league’s
profile in India throughout its landmark 75th
Anniversary Season in 2021-22.
The ‘Gully Boy’ star will attend NBA AllStar 2022 in Cleveland, where he will post
behind-the-scenes social media content and
meet NBA players and legends. Ranveer previously attended NBA All-Star 2016 in Toronto,
where he sat courtside at the NBA All-Star
Game. NBA Deputy Commissioner and Chief
Operating Officer Mark Tatum said: “A
Bollywood icon, Ranveer is also a dedicated
NBA fan who is passionate about the league
and its players.”

